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is not my intention to throw you all into the deep end of this subject – as I was.   Why they ever picked me for    

this task I do not know, because quick thinking has never been a strength carried by me.  Only after the passing     

of several years  has it dawned on me exactly why the following events happened.    At first, the idea that they 

happened in order to prove something, that is, provide a confirmation – or as stated in one line ‘NEEDS DEMONSTRANCE’ 

seemed to be the answer.  Then another line said ‘DELAY PORTAL CHORE’ so I did. A collection of STAGE GATE –STARGATE 

lines was already filling 52 pages. Then  an email arrived from Andrew Bassagio with just two words  ‘CRONO VISOR’ 

Immediately the word “visor” caught my attention because I had seen it in the Template… coupled with another word  

in the same lines – CRONUS – there you have it!  This was enough for me to believe in Andrew Bassagio and to slowly 

comprehend what the following events were/are really all about.     By OMISSION Nostradamus provides the answers. 

By omission  is by far one of the main methods in the quatrains of making a statement without upsetting the sensibility 

 of the reader.  Much like answering a child’s question only when they ask it … because that is when that child is ready.
 

7 36 Original later on. See 4 45 on page 2 
GOD, VOICE ACTIVATION, LAUNCH CHANGES,  PULSES 
TRANSPORTED BY REDNESS. IS-CAN-BE SEVEN CONDUITS 
SECOND TRIBE  AGAINST THIRD CENTURY  [300 years]   
ANOINTED  IS.BE  GREYS       [ not J-Rod52s but true Greys] 

Third century following discovery of the stage gate or 300 tribes:  
Hordes or 300 space ships from direction of Capricorn or in Capricorn  
=  the Second  Coming  event  
TWO LAWS (now and future) COMMITTED ~  
ABHORRENCE…  THEN  BELIEF                                                                       

 

TRIBES ARE THE J-RODS. The ‘FIRST’ are the J-ROD45 true greys 

described by some as “Zeta Greys” who “anoint” with animal fat 
WHICH DO NOT HAVE THE SAME AGENDA AS THE SECOND 

‘TRIBE’, The ROSWELL “GREY”   The AGENDA of the  J-ROD52    

was/is to repair  timelines damaged by the U.S. MILITARY 

Nostradamus  calls  them  HE-RODS  in the hidden texts.    
He named  his assistant UUILLIEM52 ARE THEY THE “IGIGI”? 

They are simply “ROD”   IN THE BIBLE  

Google  project camelot.org  see Dan Burisch 
 

IS-CAN-BE SEVEN CONDUITS (7 36) ~ SOME USED (4 45 4) 
 

These words have been rather enigmatic for a long time. Not until I was relating the following visits to a friend of what I 
received in my lounge room of (i.e.) by Nostradamus (or whoever it was wishing to appear as Nostradamus) – did I realise 
that each of the five times was not the same as another. The first time he appeared as an apparition. Silvery, almost see-

through, feet not quite on the floor. Lasting for the count of “one Mississippi, two Mississ…” a person had to be on their toes in 
order to take in everything that was happening. Whoever it is (UUilliem52 the STEERSMAN) which organizes the co-ordinates of 
arrival must also have a complete understanding of where the viewer would be at that moment too! The “apparition” appeared in 
front of me to my one o’clock position about one o’clock in the afternoon while I was in my armchair just having had lunch. The 
distance from me being about six feet. This would probably be the only time in the entire day that I would have even seen any 
apparition! Seated at the computer working on the hidden texts from around 3am to around lunchtime I would not have seen it. A 
nap after lunchtime I would not have seen it, then outside dealing with animals would be no good either. 
 

This had been a very hot day in January of 2009 – so hot all I had was a damp towel over me. In one of the hidden texts later I 
found these words I SAUU YOU NUDE. Said in a joking manner. We need to remember that he is a doctor. He would have been 
absolutely aware of how terrified I was at the time. I just realised how my position is obtained – the implant in my thigh. 
 

The second time was more interesting in that I was not frightened of what was happening, and sad that it did not last longer. 
My usual position in the arm chair, at the same time of the day, only I had hurt my back and in the process of “climbing” out 
of the arm chair, almost put my head into his belly! He had been standing behind my armchair – feet on the floor – solid, 

with substance  (as opposed to being almost able to see through him before). Yet not in any colours that I could say with certainty 
that  “he was wearing a dark red coat” with any definition. Just a hint that he was. Very hard to explain. Almost as if he was nearly 
here. This time we had a chance for a quick smile. I am trying to recall his beard – in the first visit it was long and he was old. But 
in this visit it was trimmed. No hat of course, at either time. Just the long sleeved clothing and very white skin. He is about five 
foot six or so. No taller. Distinctly it seemed to me that he had been there for a much longer count. I could not smell him. The date 
for this visit was Easter 2010, and shortly after there was a line which said “BERATES VERTEBRAE EASTER” 
 

1 8  2  Seras (will be) changeant les loix (laws) barbares et vaines: and in vain 
ARCHER SEES [me] SEARCH (this cuts both ways) 
SEES;  BERATES VERTEBRAES EASTER  see 4 45 4 pg 2 

RAVESTEIN’S  BAR:  ARAB ANARCH  
AS  AGENT  SELLS  STOLEN BOYS  
BARBA  ENTANGLES  L  IN  VAIN   
SET ASCHERA CRASHES in STAVE  

ARAB ANARCH is Allah.Lu of what we call the Anun.nakim 
 

ARCHER/Sagittarius is Nostradamus SEES collator Easter 2010 
ARCHER/Sagittarius the collator SEES Nostradamus searching 
RAVESTEIN/Tiletanus who wrote about “bad” angels 
BAR’S ANARCHS are those from in Cancer – Ursa (the Anu) 
STOLEN BOYS all the missing children taken for food 
L refers to those of Cetus – Tau Cetians, Nordics 
BARBA the giants  or the Urals  SET the asteroid 
ASCHERA means an asteroid, any asteroid 
Stave dates: April 15 – May 12,  Aug 5 – Sept 1,  Jan 21 – Feb 17 

1  

2 
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The third time Nostradamus came, my lounge-room had been moved around and my armchair was now on the other side of 
the room. October in 2011, the last Thursday, late at night (for me) around 9pm, a very bright light suddenly appeared above 
my head. First instinct was that someone was “spotlighting” which is what shooters do when out shooting foxes. Everything 

about that thought was cast aside immediately since the curtains were well drawn, and a spotlight would not be able to arrive from 
that direction unless they were in a helicopter – and then only if the light could travel through a roof!  
 

On looking up at the light – there he was about four feet up – peering down, both hands on the edge of what looked like a 
manhole, just as if one were down under the road looking up through a manhole at the very bright sun. He had been there the 
entire time I had looked the other way (at the window) and during when I was trying to process what was happening. His beard 
was longish and he was solid but without colour and he was surrounded by what can only be described as a ship’s porthole about 
twenty inches across.  By the time my wits returned he was gone. 
 

The fourth time he arrived my lounge-room had again been changed around. Watching television my son in law and I were on 
the main lounge. Directly opposite us, about 9pm again, a dark golden coloured “ring” formed up near where a picture rail 
used to be in the olden days. A very quick visit, just long enough to see his beard was trimmed quite short and he seemed 

quite young! Turning to my son I asked him “did you see that”? and he answered “Yes”. To test him I asked him “what did you 
see?” His answer was a bit disappointing to me, but what should I have expected? He said “someone turned the light off”. Very 
quickly I pointed out to him with a question “what light?” – there is no light at all there. This had been in Easter 2012. 
 

The final “visit” was quite peculiar. The third Thursday in October 2012. Much earlier in the evening, about 7 30pm. The sun 
had been set just long enough for me to sit down after dinner (supper). Right next to my right cheek – about eighteen inches 
away, appeared a round, and I will use the word “spyglass”, a brass one,  which looked just like a flashlight does when the 

battery is on its last legs. It “receded” a bit in distance from me, appearing then like a reflection on the window (and there was a 
gap in the curtains). At first I thought someone was on my porch with a torch shining through the window, so I actually got up 
and went outside to check. This porch is up on the first floor and anyone running away would have to negotiate getting down to 
ground level. It was still there when I returned. It was about five inches across and must have been there about two minutes. That 
does not sound much – but you hold your breath for that length of time and see how long it is!. Shortly after that three  lines said: 

 

9 36 2 CORPULENT  PARQS  DOING  U [Uranite] E [Hero/He Rod greys] CULT    
6 82 4  CORPULENT PARQS  PERSON   RE-PLACE  PROPHECY   CYPHER  (the Triple Method) 
         OCCULT [hidden] X [joint] U [celestial] SQUARE (is “Field” Pegasus, the Marcabians have a treaty with the US military)  
10 100 4 CORPOSANT  PATRONESS  CONSENT  (note this is the very last line of the Centuries) 
  

The reason these events have been numbered as a category; being the difference in each time crossing 
incident… five out of seven. Enough for me to get the hint. It is all a learning curve. 
 

The conduit visits received are not in numerical order and I am not certain which way to number the order of conduits.  
Should the spyglass be a number one or a number seven being the “least involvement”.  I will go with number seven. 
 

FIRST CONDUIT ~ ONE HUNDRED PERCENT REAL AND NOT DETECTABLE AS A FALSE PERSON IN ANY WAY: 
Had Nostradamus arrived, knocking at my front door, shaking my hand looking at his chronometer and saying “what’s for lunch”? 
we might say this is a number one  conduit. One in which he physically is able to inter act, to ride a horse for instance, including 
body odour, and one who could “change events” simply by being here or by returning with a virus himself 
  

SECOND CONDUIT ~ APPEARS AS A MOVING INTER-ACTIVE HOLOGRAM WOULD: 
A number two conduit might then be a physical presence in full colour, with fragrances (similar the Tall Violet Beings) able to 
communicate but not touch or move anything. This could have been the Fatima experience, able to stay quite a while. 
 

THIRD CONDUIT ~ AS A NON PHYSICAL INTER-ACTIVE YET MOVABLE 

The number three conduit is then the one in which the format is a simple apparition which includes colours, touching the ground 
staying for a timed period – such as the one when I almost put my head into his belly… returning a smile, (my second event)… 
 

FOURTH CONDUIT ~ LOOKS AS AN APPARITION: SEE ILLUSTRATION NEXT PAGE 
This would make the first apparition visit a number four conduit – feet not quite on the ground and very much a faded hologram 
without interaction such as no smiling in return…  
 

FIFTH CONDUIT ~ my third visit from the time portal 
Fifth in the order of “conduits” being the silvery bright spotlight experience – interaction thru the Cronus Visor 
 

SIXTH CONDUIT – my fourth visit from the time portal 
Sixth in the order of “conduits” would be the gold coloured ring – one of the Cronus Visor episodes minus interaction 
 

SEVENTH CONDUIT – the fifth visit through the time portal 
Seventh conduit being the “zete field” spyglass – strictly a spyglass, one which can look and see almost as long as it needs to 

3 

4 

5 
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4 45  4 Tous destranchés, un en (Lat. behold) sera tesmoing 
RENNES  STEERSMAN  USED  
ATOMISER MIST …  SEVEN TRANCHES  OUT       
SOME  USED,  GO TO CHANTRESS  EASTER  see 1 8 2  
ERGO [therefore]… DUET SONG  

 

MONASTERIES’ (Rennes) MISGOTTEN  EN REVENANTS  
      see 10 100 4 

All broken up, one witness will behold (UUilliem52 copilot 
RENNES  STEERSMAN  the assistant  “sending”  Nostradamus  
ATOMISER MIST – the “LAUNCH CHANGES”  &  AGGREGATES 
as in “beam me up” see QUATRAINS BROUGHT INTO THE NOW 
TRANCHES : A portion of something, called “conduits” see in 7 36 
DUET SONG  the quatrains and the Hidden Texts quatreins 
EN = Eridanus   REVENANTS  returned “from the dead” 

This line was only found today March 30 2013. So Nostradamus came along during 2009, 2010, 2011 & 2012, had a look 
at the situation – saying ERGO (therefore) DUET of the SONG/verses, basically allowing it all to go ahead!   Note the 
English translation “all broken up” another way of saying “beam me up”.  I do not find the words, I only collate them. 
 
5 61  2 Subjugera les hauts monts Apennis  …     pen in as THESAURUS 

MUST PEN  BI  THESAURAL , SALE  [tell]  PAST  ISSUES  

4 51  3 Hastez a` pied si pres viendront poursuivre  
I  PORTION  THESAURY  ROUUS    UURY  

3 54  3 Passant copies par les hautes montaignes  
PEN CAPTIONS THESAURAL AUGMENTATIONS   
POETIC  PROPHETICALNESS  TOPICS 
ATONING EPISCOPANT [religious] NEGATION   

1 87  4    Puis Arethuse [asteroid] rougira nouveau fleuve  
ASTER SHOUUER SUUIPE IRAN,  EARTH   I             (Yew tree day)
FLEUU  OUUN  FUEL – it toros SET HOUR    (stage gate time portal) 
THUS UUORSE ROGUE  ARES     (Leonine also, Ares= manslaughter) 
PRAISE  THESAURUS  AGAIN                                (superior pairing?) 
I arouse SUPERIOR pairing              (the programmer & the collator?) 
I organise up in air 

                   I = (Halloween, December 18/19/20 Polar regions and Egypt)

Here is the original 7 36 – compare to the Thesaural decoding as it is shown on page one 
  7 36 

Dieu, le ciel tout le divin verbe a l'unde, 
Porté  par rouges sept razes à Bisance:  

Contre les oingz trois cens de Trebisconde, 

Deux loix mettront, et l'horreur, puis credence. 

 

God, the heavens,  the divine word in all the waves 
carried by seven red-bald heads to Byzantium: 
The anointed of Trebizond, against three hundred           years 
removed? King Ottö in 675AD brought the date forward to 1000AD 
will make two laws, [calendars] first horror then trust. 

 

ONE OTHER THING I LEARNED FROM ALL OF THIS – SHOULD I PUT A QUESTION MARK ON THE DATES OF EASTER AND 
THE THIRD THURSDAY IN OCTOBER AS DATES HE WAS USING THE STAGE GATES FOR SOME OTHER REASON AS WELL? 

 

 

 

This is almost identical to the first appearance 

The exceptions are: there was clear definition of the face 

and long beard. His head was bare with plenty  

of hair on top. The rod/staff was not involved and 

his hands were clearly seen – even in the position  

shown in this illustration 

He is about 5ft 6 tall 

or less 

 

LOOKING FOR “MYRTLE” IN THE LOST POEMS BROUGHT ME HERE  
 

“But this was not BERENGER’S only strange pastime. The cemetery of the church contained two memorial stones marking the grave 

of Marie de Negri d’Ables (died 1781), the wife of Francis d’Hautpoul, the Seigneur of Rennes. By night, Sauniere moved these 

stones from one end of the cemetery to the other, and patiently erased the inscriptions. Unknown to him, however, his labours were in 

vain, for the inscriptions had already been copied by itinerant archaeologists – and one of the stones, we now know, bore the same 

monogrammatic device as appeared in at least one of the manuscripts found in the hollow column. 
 

 

Abbe Sauniere had made discoveries of documents inside 
a column in Rennes le Chateau which led him to Poussin 
and the inscription painted by Poussin. This inscription is 
duplicated on a headstone at Rennes  le Chateau. 
Using the keys in the Alchemye List has given us  
an insight into the meaning of these clues. 
The monogram is the 12 pointed Cross of the Anu 
The six cockerels represent Argo/Puppis constellation  
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Poussin certainly seems to invite the same word-splitting game with the word ARCADIA on the face of the tomb in his most famous 

of paintings. In the painting there is a shepherd pointing at the letter R of the word ARCADIA. In actual fact though we can only see 

the letters A, R, C & A (making the word ARCA) - the letters D, I & A are obscured by the other shepherds staff. So what we can see 

most easily is ET IN ARCA- which means something like ‘And in the tomb’.  It correlates with the paintings’ theme as the shepherds 

are studying an inscription on a large tomb in a pastoral landscape, and it also correlates with the et in arcadia ego ... phrase itself.    
  

DIA god  EGO E.T. IN ARCA AID.  ARCADIA IS AN AREA IN THE MILKY WAY…         GO TO LAST PAGES TO SEE WHAT THIS SAYS 

Poussin’s painting                                                                                 Tomb at Rennes le Chateau  

  

The only visible letters here are: " EGO ET IN ARCA "         where Ego means Orion and Arca means “box” (or cube?)     see 9 69 4 
10 100 4 RENNES  CHATEAU: CAPSTONE IS NOT 

 

1 6  1 L'oeil de Ravenne sera destitué 
AS  [while]  SEER  DISSERTATE  UNLEARNED STEADIER  

U.N  ARES  DEED  NEARER:  LUTE   DATE        
see TRAIN DANGER & THE SECOND COMING                

RELIED  UNSEEN  SITUATED  RENNES   

OILED  ITS  SERENADE  

The eye of Ravenna (Italy) will be forsaken 
DISSERTATE  talk at length about a topic; to those who do not know    
While I write this [Apr 8 13] the U.N ARES  DEED  manslaughter in 
LUTE/harp = Beltane the first week in May 
UNSEEN AT RENNES is a stage gate used by Nostradamus   which 
makes the prophecies “well oiled” indeed 

1 6  1 Ravenne Ever Nan (Gran, the Pléiades) The eye of Ravenna (Italy) will be forsaken “EYE” means the ‘spyglass’ at the time gate 
& “forsaken” due to events to happen to areas of Italy, from Etna mainly, but  an Aten class asteroid has some mentions too  
 

2 24  3 En cage de fer le grand fera treisner, 
FEAR  ENTRIES   (out of Aden sea gate)  
ENLARGED  DANGER  RISE  AFTER              
ARSENITE  REGNANCIES   RE-ENTRIES    
REINSERT  DECAEING  RENNES  ARTERIES  

FRATERNISED  ARCANE  GRECIAN  (Hellenic) 

The great one in an iron cage will drag it (the Earth) 
FEAR  ENTRIES   in many other lines the Prince of Dark Men 
(who could even be Obama) means those from Sirius [Olmec] 
who use the time gates to arrive the larger danger after–is this 
a nuclear winter of some sort? ARSENITE  Anu ROYALTY 
means  they also depend on arsenite for their atmosphere              

 

2 25  2 Espoir & umbre de plus hault mariage: 
U ALPHEUS  HELPED   
HAS  REPLUMBED  LV GEMATRIA  APOGEE  POVERTIES      

HAUTPUL’S  ALTHAM …  BREEDS  HAGILA  
UUASH   THALAMUS  TERBIUM   
SUPORTIVE  MARITAL  AGES                        [fertility] 
TEMURA  POETRIES 

Shaded hope of a higher marriage: losing hope of good relations with God 
U celestial  ALPHEUS  river god/Dagon and or from Erid.anus 
LV GEMATRIA  means the Latitudes & Longitudes are RE ALIGNED! 
HAUTPUL’S  ALTHAM Oak - time portals  BREEDS  HAGILA  chaos 
TERBIUM  isotopes can repair THALAMUS damage 
Direction to the collator – to TEMURAH one of the three ancient 

methods used by Kabbalists to rearrange words and sentences  

     APOGEE   The point in the orbit of a satellite at which it is furthest from the earth. Such as an asteroid – or two. 
POVERTIES    I simply love how they give us information with so few words. These will be the MOST IMPORTANT words you 
have EVER READ.  “APOGEE  POVERTIES”. This means that the furthest point of some satellite/asteroid was NOT FAR ENOUGH 
AWAY!  In order to fix this problem – the “River gods,” either the Dagon/Oannes (described as “crocodile” in the Sixains) or 
those from Erid.anus (could be the same thing) have helped Earth by MOVING THE “60

0
” GEMATRIA.    The word ‘Gematria’ 

being used to ensure that the collator realised what “LV” meant. In other words, so that these letters  were used as a number. 
The Earth is entirely run by the number “60” – and for some time scientists, surveyors and airline pilots have been aware that 
the alignment of latitudes and longitudes has been altering (since at least 2003). At the risk of repeating things, which needs to 
be done because some readers do not read all the forums – the great event of December 2012 was indeed avoided. The two 
asteroids which came exactly on the day Nostradamus and Shipton said they would – St Lucy’s day December 13 – missed the Earth 
for one reason. The Earth HAD BEEN MOVED. Thus fulfilling Matthew 24:22 “the days will be shortened for the sake of the elect”.  
This was accomplished by the loss of 20 minutes in April 2011 then again in June 2011. Notice that NASA never said one single word 
about two asteroids (Toutatis and companion, both the same size on the same day) until AFTER they had safely passed by! 
This, then was the fulfillment of  1 80 1 FEEL MIRACLES REFLECTED XII and …8 30 1 GOLDEN HOST DOING, STRANDED NONE 
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1 80 1  SERAPIELS  DEFLECTED  AXIS  [of the Earth, the Seraphim “fiery ones” are allied with Anun.nakim as we call them, Anakim in the bible] 
5 81 3 RECLAIMS  MIRACLES.  MARIE , CERES  (the two asteroids due and which arrived December 13 2012) NO ENTRIE R,  NONE  CHARTER         
(R date is Nov 25 – Dec 22/Sagitt)   SAYING NO ONE NOTICED THE MIRACLE  ON (Oannes) ETHNIC  NINE (Ennead) ET  RE-TRENCH  (orbit) 
6 70 2 AERIMANCY  MIRACLE  RULES  OUT asteroids OBTRUDE [intrude] : DETOUR  [the] YEAR [by 40 minutes] COUNTERS  RAID 
10 66 1  RARE  N  (Erid.anus)  LORD’ƒ  CHIMERA   SPREAD  MARIES [asteroids] ~ PRESAGE  MIRACLE  (and no one noticed) 
DID YOU SEE THE PAST TENSE?   “HAS  REPLUMBED”  WRITTEN KNOWING THIS WOULD NOT BE COLLATED UNTIL AFTER THE EVENT 
EVEN THE WORD “PLUMBED” IS CORRECT TO THE TOPIC OF BEING REALIGNED. I HAVE TO GET A CUP OF COFFEE – SPEECHLESS I AM 
2 25 2 "TERBIUM is used to dope calcium fluoride, calcium tungstate and strontium molybdate, materials that are used in solid-state devices, 
and as a crystal stabilizer of fuel cells which operate at elevated temperatures, together with ZrO2. 
Terbium is also used in alloys and in the production of electronic devices. As a component of Terfenol-D (an alloy that expands or contracts to a 
high degree in the presence of a magnetic field), terbium is of use in actuators, sensors and other magneto mechanical devices. 
Terbium oxide is used in green phosphors in fluorescent lamps and color TV tubes. Sodium terbium borate is used in solid state devices. The 
brilliant fluorescence allows terbium to be used as a probe in biochemistry, where it somewhat resembles calcium in its behavior. Terbium 
"green" phosphors (which fluoresce a brilliant lemon-yellow) are combined with divalent Europium blue phosphors and trivalent europium red 
phosphors to provide the "trichromatic" lighting technology, which is by far the largest consumer of the world's terbium supply. Trichromatic 
lighting provides much higher light output for a given amount of electrical energy than does incandescent lighting. wikipedia.org/wiki/Terbium                                                      

5 42  1 Mars esleue en son plus haut befroi 
MARY  HAUTPUL’S  SON  ROSE  
FOAMY  MAY  ROBS  TREASURE 
MYRA  ARMORY   LESSER  ARMY    

Mars at ils highest belfry – the orbit where Earth will go 
HAUTPUL chain reference to a portal, as is ROSE (a pun) 
Oceans rising damages the portal/s under 
Mira is in Cetus. ARMORY means ‘metal men’ Art. Intell. 

2 58  2 Par Globe au fort de port & laine nay: Go Bel (Scorpio) 
PARALOGY (false reasoning or false flag) IN BEAUFORT FOUR  
TALE NINE [treaty]  PLOTTER OPEN DAN, I DEPORT  GLOBE 
TORPEDO  RATTLE  FORT  AYEN  DEPOT  
PRAY  FOR  PAGANRY  INTERPOLATE  pin anode  ABOUE      

Via globe to the fort of the portal and elder born: (carried) Leo Bel go 
GB  see the bell craft in vignettes BEAUFORT wind scale measurement 
In HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT can be seen pictures showing strong winds 
from four directions. The false reasoning could be mine.  
TORPEDO to be mentioned cannot be an ordinary torpedo 

2 58  2 INTERPOLATE to insert between objects, to intervene PAGANRY – the gods DAN,  [Scorpio] I [Halloween] 
Anode is an electrode through which electric current flows into a polarized device (such as the Earth)   This is the FUSE event.     
If you did not read the FUSE PALL RIP  forum, just ask for it because it was on the former web site 

5 68  2 Le grand Chameau, ne s'en repentira: 
PERTAIN  REGAL  RELIANT  INTER (bury) 
U.N REPENT  REALTERING  EASE   
PEER   UNSEEN 
RENNES  TRIANGLE  
LARGER  CHAMADE  MARCH  DAN 
SERPENTINE  TRAIN  REAL DANGER  

The great Camel (Boar/Swine/pig/nasty person) will not repent it 
Chameau = He Macau a chum [of] EA 
REALTERING  EASE  changing pensions etc 
PEER UNSEEN Nostradamus using the spyglass or Looking Glass 
SERPENTINE.[Ophiucus]  
CHAMADE (drum  beats) MARCH  to  DAN (Scorpio) 

6 75  2 Laisser la classe pour plus haut lieu atteindre: 
T  PURPOSE  PROPULSES  A.U  in  SCALES:   
SATAN  RETALIATED  CALLS  SALARIES  
ISRAEL  RAISES/RECALLS  ESPOUSAL  
PROUULS   POURS   SULPHUR        
IRELAND’S  SEA  NITRATED   
AESOP  RECALLS/RAISES  HAUTPUL’S   

To leave the fleet to attain a higher rank 

T  Rune of protection, Sky rune for Central Ursa Major (Anu)  
as a date “T” is July 8 – August 4 
PURPOSE  moving the astronomical unit of Earth in Libra 

CALLS  in  SALARIES  wages of sin? 
ISRAEL ESPOUSAL  A marriage or engagement. An act of adopting 
or supporting a cause, belief, or way of life.  
AESOP  RECALLS  HAUTPUL’S  story teller recalls details: true 

6 18  3 Lui & son genre au regne hault poussé 
NEGRO’S  NET  POLLUTES  
YOUNGEST SON’S  GENES   
RONTGEN  STONEY  HUN   
RONTGEN eon Uuar Length  YULE   

YET  EA [EyAh/En.ki]  URGE  EUHAN, NOSE  NG   
HAUTPOUL’S  EUSTYLE  GENERATE   
SENT:  GONE  OUT,  LAPS  PLUTO  

He and his kindred placed high in the realm 
NEGRO  RADIOACTIVATES  HUN  (North Korea) EON 
UUAR until YULE 
EUHAN [Ehwaz = Hero grey]  see HERO MOVES THE EARTH 
NOSE those from Enif in Pegasus NG  is Reed Oct 28 to Nov 24 
HAUTPOUL’S    time portal at Rennes, related to the columns 
EUSTYLE intercolumniation is the spacing between RENNES 
columns measured at the base of their shafts 

 
3 1  2 Le grand Neptune à son plus haut befroi: 

IS BE;  OANNES  GRAYLE  RE-PUT [replace] 
ALEGORY FOR HAUTPULS  LONG  YEAR   
GREENLAND,  ENGLAND,  ARGYLE  ON SEA    
FOR  [because] SON [of] BEAUFORT   
ENDANGER TUNE  [quatreins] FORBYE                          

Great Neptune (floods) at its highest 
Dagon/Oannes are the only ones who could have constructed the safe place 
for a  mechanical time portal on Oak Island underwater IS BE a type of Gray 
ALLEGORY for Hautpaul’s (secret)  LONG YEAR – time portals,  but this 
could also mean a bigger orbit,  RE-PUT the Earth BE then in Virgo 
Beaufort is the wind force scale AEOLUS  
The Texts endangered due to great winds 

 

Neptune : Pen tune E.T. unpen (Earth) – punt née (a punt is a boat fording a crossing)  née means to be born (carried)  
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WHO IS CARVED AND SITS OVER THE CAPSTONE OF RENNES?: 

Asmodeus or Asmodai (Hebrew: אשמדאי  Ashmedai) (see below for other 
variations) is a king of demons mostly known from the deuterocanonical Book of 
Tobit, in which he is the primary antagonist.[1] The demon is also mentioned in 
some Talmudic legends, for instance, in the story of the construction of the 
Temple of Solomon. He was supposed by some Renaissance Christians to be the 
King of the Nine Hells. Asmodeus also is referred to as one of the seven princes 
of Hell. In Binsfeld's classification of demons, each one of these princes 
represents one of the seven deadly sins (Lust, Gluttony, Greed, Sloth, Wrath, 
Envy, and Pride). Asmodeus is the demon of lust and is therefore responsible for 
twisting people's sexual desires. It is said in Asmodeus; Or, The Devil on Two 
Sticks that people who fall to Asmodeus' ways will be sentenced to an eternity in 
the second level of hell.  Wiki 
"because that fierce demon Asmodeus knew even the future" (ib. p. 21). 

Asmodeus as depicted in Collin de Plancy's Dictionnaire Infernal. 
In the Book of Tobit.  "because that fierce demon Asmodeus knew even the future" (ib. p. 21). 
Asmodeus first appears in the Book of Tobit. According to Tobit iii. 8, vi. 14, the evil spirit Asmodeus—"king of the 
demons," in the Hebrew and Chaldaic versions, is a later addition—fell in love with Sarah, the daughter of Raguel, and 
for that reason prevented her from having a husband. After killing seven men successively on the nights of their 
marriage to her, he was rendered harmless when Tobias married her, following the instructions given him by the angel 
Raphael. Asmodeus "fled into the utmost parts of Egypt and the angel [Raphael] bound him" (ib. iii. 8, vi. 14 et seq. viii. 
2-4). 
Test. of Solomon, transl. in "Jewish Quarterly Review," xi. 20.  
"I am called Asmodeus among mortals, and my business is to plot against the newly wedded, so that they may not know 
one another. And I sever them utterly by many calamities; and I waste away the beauty of virgins and estrange their 
hearts. . . . I transport men into fits of madness and desire when they have wives of their own, so that they leave them 
and go off by night and day to others that belong to other men; with the result that they commit sin and fall into 
murderous deeds." 
Solomon obtained the further information that it was the archangel Raphael who could render Asmodeus innocuous, 
and that the latter could be put to flight by smoke from a certain fish's gall (compare Tobit viii. 2). The king availed 
himself of this knowledge, and by means of the smoke from the liver and gall he frustrated the "unbearable malice" of 
this demon. Asmodeus then was compelled to help in the building of the Temple; and, fettered in chains, he worked clay 
with his reet, and drewwater.  
Solomon would not give him his liberty  
"because that fierce demon Asmodeus knew even the future" (ib. p. 21). 
 

     SO HOW DOES ONE GET “TO KNOW THE FUTURE”? 
 

     TIME TRAVEL OF COURSE 

3 87  4 Sang nagera captif ne me croiras. 
GRACE:  EA,  CEREMONI  PIT (Oak Island) 
PARCS  ANGERS  MEN - SANG  AIR  CARNAGE  
NEGRO  ASCERTAIN  SAFER  CAMPAIGN   
NEGRO MAN IN SPACE AGE AIRCRAFTS     
CORSAIR  RACE  FORCE  MEN  GANG      
 Iƒ  A.A. PACT  IMPERFECTION        
                       

You will swim in blood captive you will not believe me. 
EA/EyAh (pronounced Yew-ah) often mistaken for YHWH 
ANGERS  MEN   at a guess this might be because I had to speak up 
about the “REPAIRED” modern spelling of the original French words 
NEGRO MAN this could be the Prince of Dark Men of 4 27 
CORSAIR  pirate RACE here for the “harvest”  HERD humans 
IS  ANCIENT  ASTRONAUTS’  TREATY  IMPERFECTION 
go to HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT  for Treaty clauses explanation 

 

4 45  4 Tous destranchés, un en sera tesmoing. 
RENNES  STEERSMAN   
ATOMISED MIST: SEVEN TRANCHES  OUT      
SOME  USED, GO TO CHANTRESS EASTER   
ERGO DUET SONG  [the two types of quatrains] 
MONASTERIES’ ( Rennes )  EN  MISGOTTEN  
REVENANTS  USER  

                                                     see 10 100 4 

All broken up, one being a witness of these     QUITE SO 
All broken up – beam me up Scotty- atomised 
TRANCHES  A portion of something, called “conduits”  
Please remember – I did not do the words: Allan Webber did 
ERGO : therefore both quatreins & quatrains worked 
REVENANTS  “returned from the dead/disappeared” M.I.B. 
EN those of Eridanus, users of Men In Black & Rennes portal 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hebrew_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asmodeus#Etymology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deuterocanonical_books
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_of_Tobit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_of_Tobit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antagonist
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asmodeus#cite_note-1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temple_of_Solomon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renaissance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christianity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_princes_of_Hell
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hell
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binsfeld%27s_classification_of_demons
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_deadly_sins
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lust
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gluttony
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greed
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sloth_%28deadly_sin%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wrath
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Envy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pride
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collin_de_Plancy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dictionnaire_Infernal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Asmodeus.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Asmodeus.jpg
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4 63  4 Precipitez tous au fil de l'espee. 
PIERCE  FLUID  FILLED  Precipitous  PIT   
FIELD   FUSILLADE  EPIPTERIC :  SLEEP  
IDLEFUL  EPIC  PRICE  TO  USA  
PEEPS  OUT  Zete  AL SUFI  (asteroid)                          

All hurled at the sharp blade (guillotine?) 
Precipitous  PIT  (Oak Island) 
FIELD  those from Pegasus, Marcabians, Treaty with military 
firing something at the human mind to induce a type of “sleep” 
Zete – a word Nostradamus using when he is “spying”, looking 

4 63  4  EPIPTERIC a. 1. (Anat.) Pertaining to a small Wormian bone sometimes present in the human skull between the 
parietal and the great wing of the sphenoid. 

6 13  3 Un Capitole ne voudra point qu'il regne 
TO  REVEALING  PIT   
OPTICAL  ENDEAVOUR,   LEVERING  POINT   
POETICAL  [Oak]  LATONIC [island]  VUORD  .  
TOPIC RIGEL [Orion] PILOT   RULE  ALL  IQ 
COAL  [black]  QUINT [helmeted]  P (Perseus) 
VAPOURED  ION  PANIC   
DEVOUR  GREEN  QUILT [forests]  

A Capitol will not want him to reign period (full stop) Arnie? 
REVEALING  PIT  - the Money Pit on Oak Island. “Oak” is a key 
word for stargate.  An endoscope was sent down and the results 
showed what I saw as a mechanical stage gate (illustration here) on 
pg 10 or 11. When the documentary was repeated, this segment was 
missing.  But, yes, it was the LEVERING POINT for evidence of the 
“treasure” put there by the Templars. The “island” word means the 
“barque” or “ship” of the Earth. The “birch canoe” – and the island 
next door is named BIRCH Island. 

Capitole  TIP CLEO [collator] POETICAL TOPIC  EL,  EA,  AEOLIC [air]  PILOT [En.lil] AT  CAP ,  LOCATE  POLE ACT II[Nov’r]  
CAP TO LIE  TO  ICE  APL  ICE TO  LAP [Earth] EL TO PICA [cannibals] TO EPIC L.A [event] OPTICAL E  [grey] PLACE  IT  TO  
EPICAL  EO [dawn]  TOPIC ALE [May 13 – June 9] TOE CAP ILL  [Vesuvius, Toe is Italy] CALL IT POE (so that is what the POE 
event is – volcanic !)  LEO I PACT.  PILE COAT  (hide) PILE  CAT  ]Dal]  CO  PILATE [washing their hands, a common theme]  
TOPIC RIGEL [Orion] PILOT   RULE  ALL  IQ -  as stated by Miss Frances Rolleston when working on the Mazzaroth! 
 

6 54  3 Par les Arabes captif le Roi Maroq, 
MY  ROLE  LIFE’S  PACT:  QORE  FIT  PIT     

MYRA  LOFTIER  SPACE  ASPECT                                         
PALER  ASEPTIC  FLEA [insect]  & 

RA  AMORY  RIFLE [go thru]  ARABS  ARMY  BASE     

By the Arabs the King of Morocco captured  
QOR – CORE – KORE time portal gate pit in Oak Island PIT 
MIRA the main star in Cetus LOFTIER  higher than formerly 
Insect here is the Mantid and Ra robots 
AMORY  metallic Artificial Intelligence – neutering nuclear weapons 

ArabesRoiMaroq RO, (Andromeda Council) OARS (Argo who comes Mazzaroth) BEAM IRAQ – BROOM {sweep] IRAQ AREAS 
 

6 93  2 Rien ne sera que trop viendra cuider: 
PARQS  PRINTED:  SEEN UNDER RENNES   
SEER  PROVIDE  INNER  [hidden]  IN  CAVE    
QUAERE  SQUARE  U E  RODS  OVER  NERIN  
EQUATOR  ROUTE  CARRIED  NT  QUARTER   

He will come to think nothing too great for him: 
 
SEER  is Nostradamus 
Query the Other Worlders from Pegasus over NERIN Aragon  
Aragon quarter carried north = NT  QUARTER  5,400 N. miles 

NT  QUARTER  Taking it as exactly a quarter of the Earth’s surface it is about 5,400 nautical miles – the other six clues were all around 4,800 
to 5,400 nautical miles, but in those cases it was “South Africa” to the “Toe of Italy” & “Rio de Janeiro”  to the south pole, not very precise.   In 
HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT  five vignettes showed quadrants with two different angles. One about one sixth and the other about a quarter. This 
is saying that Earth rolls more than once. These vignettes are on the last pages here. 
 

9 20  3 Le maine noir en gris dedans Varennes 

 AVER  ELOIM: LIMONENES ADDRESSING REGION 
INDORSING  RENNES,  NOMINEE  AD  ENDS in  IRON                            
REINS,  RAVEN   (Crow constellation or 3rd decan Leo)   
SENDS ONE DANGER IN MOLE 

maine noir = black hand – dark men from Betelgeuse & greys 
LIMONENES sweet smelling citrus/fragrant Ones 
IRON  is Mars and Scorpio, was once Virgo 
REINS the Charioteer Auriga 

 
 
 

3 45  1 Les cinq estranges entrez dedans le temple.    (Heiron/Turkey) 
EDDA  REGENTS  ENTERS  Pl   

 STRANGE  ELEMENTS  AGENTS  PER  EL  angels
Zee (Cassiopeia) Lincqs  A.D. ENDS  SINCE  [after Elm]                      

 
 
 

The five strangers enter in the temple  (Nibiru & four planets?) 
EDDA REGENTS are the NORDICS  and/or the  A  S
Zee means those from Cassiopeia, who are in league with AS 
Pi or Phi appears in numerous crop circles – the COCHLEARY  

The “winding down” of Anno Dommini 
 

EDDA [Nordic] REGENTS  ENTERS  Pl  

  Pi in the Sky SkyTyping over San Francisco Bay Fremont CA 09/12 ... 
► 4:21► 4:21                                   www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZDgJTnlL0Ug 

Sep 12, 2012 - Uploaded by g mac 

Pi in the Sky SkyTyping over San Francisco Bay Fremont CA 09/12/12 Pi in the sky SkyTyping Sky Typing San ... 

Varennes – Ran (‘ugly’ god) - Ans, Raven, (Leo) En (Eridu) sever [Earth] serve, veers seven  [orbits]  Nan [Pleiades] never  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZDgJTnlL0Ug
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZDgJTnlL0Ug
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Airplanes Numbers Fremont CA Skywriting Sky Writing "Pi in the sky" Ishky Zero1 Biennial 3.14    
 

   
 

9 32  2 Dessoubz la laze escriptz capitolin: (at Rennes) 
PIERCES  PIT,  SENDS  OPTICAL  TOPIC’S  Pictures  
SCRIPT’S  DESPOILATION     (of  documentary pictures 
CERES  [Sirius]  ACTS  ~  PLANET’Z  ALL  COAL   
PILOTZ  DELUSION  IS ARABIC  IDOL  UP (Ala.Lu/Allah)  

Inscriptions under the base of the capital (!)  The top of a column 
ANTROSCOPE 10 100 4 PIERCES PIT –  
DESPOILATION scene cut out of documentary! 

PLANET’S  ALL  COAL  …sack cloth of Da Vinci and the bible 

CERES  [Sirius]  but happens to be an asteroid too 

 

 

PLANET’Z  ALL  COAL   
This illustration has been shown many times before so to cut it short 

The banner standard says to use two of the three keys 

The Celt Tree Zodiac 

The Alchemye List 

The Vinca Runes 

The word  “banner” means the Milky Way 

The sack cloth darkness of the bible with god’s hand in it 

The Pope is Sirius, proven by the dog giving a “push” but 

this pope could also mean the Earth herself 

The haplocaulescence of the “branch” means the continuation of 

DNA and humanity – the real “tree of life”. 

In effect saying continuation to this branch  of humanity 

The keys form the “X” of Gebo/partnership ,  joint venture which 

happens to also be the cross of the Crossing of Nibiru 

FOR SOME TIME THERE HAS BEEN A CHOICE OF WHAT IT IS WHICH CAUSES THE “SACK CLOTH OF TOTAL BLACKNESS” IN THE BIBLE 
HERE IT IS TELLING US THAT IT IS NOT THE NIBIRU SOLAR SYSTEM CAUSING A GREAT ECLIPSE – IT IS THE TRIP OF EARTH BEING 
SENT OUT OF HARM’S WAY OF OUR SUN TURNING “BRONZE” (Presage January 3). THIS RESULTS IN OUR SUN BECOMING SO SMALL 
THAT MERCURY CAN ECLIPSE IT (In 4 29) see A.D. ENDS (2016) 

 

Here is a vignette which may also apply to this subject.  

The Banner of the Milky Way is all black. So is the wheel of precession 

The Golden “V” is the Golden Host Doing (The Andromeda Council)  

but it is the eclipses here which need addressing. The “face” can mean in Scorpio 

or the Moon. What are the other two?  There are three little lunar eclipses which 

may be a dating mechanism or may mean a triad. The Cray/Lobster is in Cancer 

The olive green (bright olive in the original) seem to be showing  a half turn of the 

Earth with her inner core quite active 
 

 

The red cray may be 
the “PUCE 
LOBSTERMEN” in 
some lines not yet 
published.    We 
know them as 
Mantids.  They are 
involved with the 
Living Library of the 
Earth, and do ally 
themselves with 
Others. The Greeks 
called them 
Myrmidon  AntMen 
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9 36  3 Perpet. captifs temps que fouldre en la husne,  Tree pp 

Chateau le Rennes  PRECEPT  FLOUUED     
PENEUS  HAUL  PIT   

ENFLOUUERED  PET  

PENS  FOULED  in  CAR   
FITS  LOUDER  FOUL  PACT            

Everlasting captive times when lightning on the top           ET prep 

The E.T. which is involved with arrival using lightning are the Tau Cetians 

PENEUS are the Dagon/Oannes 

 

ENFLOUUERED  beam me up  PET Nostradamus 

PENS = FEMA     LOUDER  FOUL  PACT  false rapture           

 

9 69  4 Langoult en terre n'en restera un tiers. 
ENTAILS  RE-ENTER  LETTERS  NR  RENNES  
N RUNE LETTER NATIVE VETERANS* ENTERS ERA   
TRIANGLES  LANGUORS  ALONG side  ISRAEL  
NET  TRAVERSE  REGULATIONS 
RISE ALONG EASTERN         *see 10 100 4 Eridanus 

Lobster on the land not a third (of land) thereof will remain. 
These letters are the ones on the tombstone! Page 4 
N RUNE is Nauthiz – the necessity (to decrease population) 
NET  are the Zeta Reticuli – breaking the contract in the Treaty 
NATIVE VETERANS* The Reptilians say they “own Earth” 
 

 

 9 70  3 Ceux de Vienne seront trestous hachez, 
ÖTTO  EXCUZED  
HAS  RENNES  ROUTE   
CZECH  VIENNESE  EACH  VIED   
SOUTHERN  AUTHORESS  SHOUTS TORRENTS       

Those of Vienna will all be cut to pieces 
King ÖTTO (Artür? See King Artür at Modena) removed 325 
years from Anno Dommini        see Dr. Hans-Ulrich Niemitz 
HAS …in the present tense. Did King Arthur have a time portal? see 
9 7 It would be better  Breton acquaints a Norman king. 600 yr gap 

ARTUR AT MODENA  Clas Merdin:  Tales from the Enchanted Island  

Vienne  EVEN IN NINE V E  a date ? V is Alder March 18 – April 14, E is a Tuesday OR the ninth month, V is a Saturday and E is 
the equinox – and 2013 has Saturday 21 September 
 

9 81  2 De trois quartiers ennemis assaillir: 
ETRURIA  [Italy] AMISS - DIRE  RIOTS   

DRILLS,  MINES,  REINSERT  RENNES  ARTERIES  
ARSENIURET  (Anu) MESSIA’S  AIMS  ASSAIL  MEN  ILLS                

AISA [Mantric grey] QUASI  QUARTS  ENTRIES  

From three sides enemies threaten (three enemies?) underground, on 
Earth and in the skies 
ARSENIURET  Sirius, the false Messiah 
QUASI: updated every now and then in rather irregular time AISA 
LOOKS LIKE THE greys called  QUARTS  (two brains) see pint later 

 

10 24  1 Le captif prince aux Italles vaincu 

VINCULA  NUCLEI  uncle  CLUE   VIALLASE  
LUCIAN  PLACE  NEUU  PICULE 
CERN  TALLIES  NUCLEIC   FIT   
IT    U[/V]  XI  (XIV  - XVI) add? UX   
SAVE  [except] CANICULA  E   IN  PACT  VIA  UX     

The captive prince conquered in Italy 
UNCLE  Vega/Lyra  (Arcturus=Grandpa, Pleiadian = Nan/Gran 
LUCIAN enlightenment  NUCLEI  centre of  VIALLASE  near Rennes  
To find Roman numerals  XIU[/V]   = XIV - XVI  2014 or 2016? 
CANICULA is Sirius…  E grey/or rod in the PACT VIA another 
alliance – something the American military did not know 

 

 VINCULA  1. Mathematics A bar drawn over two or more algebraic terms to indicate that they are to be treated as a single term. 

Italles   EL, A  LAST LIST (to lean) LIE (down – of Earth) LIST [in] ALE - STILL EA LIT SEAL  - TALLIES,  SITE  ALL 
Ale/Brew date May 13 – June 9 | (« A » can mean those from Cassiopeia and or December solstice also a Saturday)2013 
NEW PICULE :  from « Pica » devouring an abnormal thing – this looks like CERN is learning/teaching molecular division process 
 

10 44  4 Des sept puis l'ombre à Roi estrennes & lemurs.  
POPLITEUS  TELEMUS   PUSIL  TROY   
LOUISES ROYSTER ENTERS  
SUPERSEDED  ELEMENTS  
RARE SUMER LABORERS  
RENNES  STEPS  SEEPS  
BEAR  PUTS  R  PESTS 
RESUMES  BOIL  BOREALS 

Of seven then to the King darkness a New Year’s gift and bad spectres 
POPLITEUS  the hollow behind the knee – kneeling warrior Hero? 
TELEMUS one who warns  PUSIL – Zeta Grey        TROY deceit 
LOUISES  two asteroid noisily enter 
 
STEPS stages ladder are all names for time portals 
SEEPS (creeps) Ursa Major Draco pests 
 
 

 

The popliteus muscle in the leg is used for unlocking the knees 
during walking thus it is describing the greys [pusil] which 
“walk like Donald Duck”. who are in the Treaties with the 
military. The Troy is the deceit, even a Trojan horse 
ALPHA CENTAURIANS "STRANGE ANGULAR STEP" 1:20.3 
CAENEUS "UNIFIED FIEND SEDUCE, CAUSE, QUEER UNAGILE 
STEP" 2:56.1 see also Sirians... . question mark on agenda 
 

 
WHITE GREYS - WALK "LIKE DONALD DUCK" and FLOAT  
ZETA RETICULA ~ [GREYS 4 FINGERS AND THUMB J- NEGATIVE 
RODS FROM 45,000 YEARS IN THE FUTURE  
FULLY EVOLVED WITH DYING NEURONS –  
“QUEER 'DONALD DUCK STEP " & DAMAGED DNA     Something 
mentioned by an army man having a meeting with a Grey (earthfiles) 

 
 
 
 
 

http://clasmerdin.blogspot.com.au/
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 10 53  3 Le grand Selin n'en sera plus patron, 
PAST  PASTOR’S  ENDLINES  (Sauniere/documents 
LONGER  PART  RENNES   
NINE   SUPERNAL  PATRONS  
PLUS  LARGE  ATROPUS  IN  DAN    
NINE LARGE PATRON SUPER PLANES  
POSTURAL  IRELAND’S  UPPSALR  UPPSALA  
align as plunder     

the great "Selin" will no longer be patron  
Selin ELS N'S  IN  NILE - ISLE LINE  [orbit] IS  ENL  
ENDLINES  (10 100 4 – Rennes) LONGER time/old PART 
 

ATROPUS  Atropoides is a genus of venomous pitvipers 
DAN  in Scorpio 
UPPSALR  UPPSALA  two asteroids 
 

 

 10 60  3 Le dessus sang, & glaive par estrennes, 
PETRAEUS’  NEEDLES  ENTERS   GANGLIATE  
ARREST [stop] LEGATING UNASSESSED AGENTS 

Air  Endless  Plague  

LESSENED  RENNES  USES      

For the above blood and sword for a New Year's gift, the “above” are 
Nice, Monaco, Pisa, Genoa, Savona, Siena, Capua, Modena, Malta: Milan, Lucca and Florence 
 

GANGLIATE parts of the human brain affected by needles – in 
the army it seems – Petraeus was a general 
 
 

 

10 100  4 Les Lusitains n'en seront pas contens 
IS  RENNES  CAPSTONE An’s S.O.S.  
POSES  TRANS  OCTANES, An in suit  
RENNES  AS  IN  PAST  UNIT;  tell  SONS   
SULLEN  SAINT S UNSAINTLINESS  UNSET  Earth 

PATRONESS  transposes  past  octaines     
CONSENT  CORPOSANT  PATRONESS  TELL  
ANTROSCOPE (PIERCES  PIT 9 32 2) 

The Lusitanians  (Portuguese) will not be happy thereby 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PATRONESS  TELL goes with ERGO 4 45 4 PAST OCTAINES are 
the quatrains (4) plues the hidden texts in them (4) 

ANTROSCOPE  
An instrument to aid in the visual examination of any cavity 

“he ( Sauniere) raised a huge garishly coloured monument, the stoep (entranceway)  borne upon the head of a wildly staring life 

size figure of the demon Asmodeus, while above rise small statues of four winged angels, with the motto Par ce signe tu le vaincras 

– ‘In this sign shalt thou conquer’ ”   "because that fierce demon Asmodeus knew even the future" (ib. p. 21). 
So here, then are the clues. Four winged Angels of the Anun.nakim (as we call them, but they have a thousand names) which are 
seen regularly on Sumerian wall reliefs – in relation to the flowered tree of life (the aggregating of molecules into ‘beam me up’) 
and the Ring Lord.  Followed by the words “knew even the future”. This is the evidence of what Sauniere really found – the plans 
to a time portal.  
 

The same time portal which was taken by the Templars, and with the help of the Dagon had it buried in the Pit on Oak Island. 
There was a documentary about the Money Pit in which they had finally sent down an ANTROSCOPE. What I saw made me jump 
up. The mechanical device I saw on that screen was the same as the one Dan Burisch described (picture here) – yet when that 
same documentary appeared a year later – that scene was gone. All the key words are there, not the least of which is the name of 
the Island – OAK ISLAND where Oak, Quercus, acorn and anything related to Oak trees (except Celtic Tree Zodiac)  
 is a cipher for the BOAT/BARQUE which is the Earth herself. What could be buried at BIRCH ISLAND? 
for the BOAT/BARQUE which is the Earth herself. What could be buried at BIRCH ISLAND the lost TREASURE of a time portal.    
                                                       
 

 

Dan Burisch and Bill Hamilton ‘Project Looking Glass’  
AT PROJECT CAMELOT.ORG 
 

NOTE THE COMMENT:   AREA CONTAINING THREE RINGS 
ON A GYRO DRIVER DEVICE 
 

See also UNDER GIZA in THE TREASURE OF NOSTRADAMUS 
 

The copper plaque from the tomb of Psunnenes I in which can clearly be seen 
the coils found “dead”. The “spring” in 1 27 THE SPYGLASS DRIVE FOUND DEAD 
 

THIS is what I saw in the documentary with the ANTROSCOPE  view of what was 
down in the Money Pit on Oak Island. The word OAK has always been an alchemye key 
for the time gates – also ACORN and many others including ROSE.  The next time this 
documentary aired, that segment was missing. 
Next door to OAK Island is BIRCH island.  The word BIRCH in the alchemye list means  
“barque”,  boat, the Earth. 
So what is in Birch Island? 

 

http://www.projectcamelot.org/project_looking_glass.html
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The HIDDEN TEXTS of NOSTRADAMUS 

~ HOW ~ 
 

he Centuries of Quatrains consist of four lines of ‘verse’ each in which a topic is highlighted for the reader.     
The quatrains were published in March 1555 providing us with warnings of events in the future as written by 
Nostradamus.  

On the face of it, the result is a body of works described by a medieval person who went out of his way to avoid 
being called a ‘prophet’ – succeeding in failing dismally.  
Readers of the works do see in the quatrains what they can only understand in relation to the times they are in. 
 

The best example of this is in Century 1 Quatrain 63 where the words: 
 

Les fleurs passés diminue le monde, 
Long temps la paix terres inhabitées : 
Seur marchera par ciel, serre mer & onde : 
Puis de nouveau les guerres suscitées. 

 

Pestilences extinguished, the world becomes smaller 
for a long time the lands will be inhabited peacefully: 
They will travel through the sky, squeezing sea and waves 
then new wars will start up again. 

 

Throughout the transcribing of the Hidden Texts, the only version of the French which has been used is that of Erika 
Cheetham.  During the period of 1980 when the task first appealed to me of continuing Erika Cheetham’s work, her 
life and her principles intrigued me. She seems to have been the only student of Nostradamus who realised that the 
apparent miss-spelling in the quatrains was there for a reason! For instance the word “Hister”.  The “s” was needed  
for the hidden texts… 
In 1: 63 Miss Cheetham, a student of Medieval French language – translated what she saw. Line number three said to 
her… “people will travel safely through the skies over land and sea”. 
At the time of this interpretation, in the early 1960’s, jet propulsion was not common knowledge. Following the 
accidents of the Comet aircraft, the Boeing 707 was the first successful airline to fly from 1958. When line 3 is read as 
describing not only jet propulsion (squeezing the seas) but also radio waves (squeezing “the air waves”) and then 
this line becomes nothing short of amazing. 
It does not stop there. In more recent times following the turn of the millennium – frequencies, sometimes called 
“vibrations”,  of cellular structure and even of DNA has become a prime topic to those studying quantum physics.  
 

This quatrain 1 63 becomes then,  a hint to the lynch pin of the entire subject of Nostradamus and his works.  
The reason for this is; the subject of quantum physics explains astronomy and the study of astrology – including the 
influence which planets have on material things. 
The words “the world becomes smaller” is then understood in its many meanings – on a planetary basis and on the 
surface. In this manner Nostradamus has told us many things with just three words. Knowledge makes the world 
‘smaller’, the information barrier has almost been wiped away due to the world wide web and the world has been 
made smaller by jet travel. However – Nostradamus is not finished with us yet. In the hidden texts he explains how  
“squeezing the waves”  includes what we know of as “beam me up Scotty”. 
 

This leads us to ask – just how did Nostradamus come by his information? 
 

Later as one reads what Nostradamus has to say on various matters, one will come to the same conclusion I was 
forced into. Nostradamus was ‘taken’, just as  Enoch, Ezekiel, Isaiah, Da Vinci and Mother Shipton were taken too. 
They were all taken into the future. Da Vinci and Nostradamus both left us hints for which we can pick up on or 
ignore depending on our own level of comprehension. They both left illustrations see pictures  pointing to the heavens.  
They all have left written works describing the exact same events… 
 

When it comes to Da Vinci  (in Italy) – Mother Shipton  (in England) and Nostradamus  (in France) … all alive at one 
stage  during 1503 – 1519, it seems apparent that Someone Somewhere is earnestly attempting to warn all of us of an 
extreme and major European and world wide episode. 
 

One final hint. Nostradamus was asked by Lord Tendé see report in  illustrations to report on a sighting witnessed by over one 
thousand people see pictures. The unidentified objects were seen in the sky between 7 and 8 p.m. February 1st  1554. 
Nostradamus provided the report March 10 1554.    Exactly one year before he published the Centuries of Quatrains. 

T 
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HOW THE HIDDEN TEXTS WERE DISCOVERED 

 

n Australian man, Allan Webber set out to prove early in the first decade of the 21st century, that using 
anagrams to gain meaning from the lines in the quatrains of Nostradamus was without merit. 
Several years later the ‘merit’ of these disguised words was a proven fact, something Allan realized with 

shock when he saw that his computer program had spat forth his own name.  Not once, but enough times to fill 
twenty eight pages in Arial 10 font of all the quatrein lines (extrapolated) which held his name.  
These 28 pages were guidance for Allan on how to deal with the result. 
There are many names of people within the hidden texts – which we will call “quatreins” as opposed to “quatrains”. 
 

A young lady who is named (I have been told not to publish her name) as an astronomer  will come along in 2017 to 
repair the calendars …  as Nostradamus emphasizes it is only by astronomy can real time be calculated.  
I googled this name – and sure enough to my own astonishment, she is currently studying astronomy! 
 

There are thirty eight pages directed at my name, mostly admonishment on my errors, but some are confirmation 
that a person with my (full) name is involved. The verification comes by way of the first spoken word of the Collator 
(“Barcarole”) – 6: 64  4  INSPIRED  DISPUTER  LASS  ONCE  CLEAR  BARCAROLE  which is true, certain illnesses and the age 
this person was and the date when commencing the work on the collating of Allan’s disguised texts.   
There is further confirmation in the quatrains themselves (5 36) 
5 36 

De sœur le frere par simulte faintise 
Viendra mesler rosee en mineral :            

rosee = the rose/stargate 
Sur la placente donne à veille tardiƒve, 
Meurt, le goustant sera simple & rural. 

 

Sister of the brother via simulating pretence       (the texts) 
A female duplicating the works of a male  -  the quatreins 
Will come advocating the rose  mix  dew with  mineral:   
On the agricultural plot  the tired old woman gave awayDies, 
relishing it  (the task) she will be unaffected and rustic. 

Line two is speaking of the topics (advocating)  using key words.  The word “mix” is an oblique mention of his use of the word 
“aggregate” in those quatrains which were actually describing “beam me up”.  The word “dew” is a sideways reference to those 
greys which feed via their skin, on a dew like mixture. One of these was UUilliem52, his assistant in the stage gate. Mineral is a key 
word for “Pisces”.  As a date this is the illustration of two fish over and above the dividing tectonic plates in one of his son Cesar’s 
“Lost” Manuscripts. It is also a cryptic reference to those from Tau Ceti (coming to help) from the ‘tail ‘ of Pisces and Cetus. 
The words “sister to the brother” refer to the astrological sign under which he was born and I was born. And, yes, I DID give away 
my rural property in February 2009! “Rustic” would be spot on too,  as the property is run by wind and solar power,  and not 
connected to either electricity or town water. 
 

More verification recently was shown to me in the correspondences of Nostradamus. That which is written in Latin.     
In Letter 321  there is a paragraph which says: 
 

“Brototium meum iamdudum Parca rapuit, quae (Fem.) quidquid est apud nos boni quamprimum sibi vendicat. P. Brototius 
filius iuvenis est admodum et [69 vº] ista parum curare videtur. Porro autem tales sunt plerumque nostrae literae, quae si vel 

non perferantur vel negligentius habeantur, non parum ea res nos offensura sit.”  
 

The original above, taken as masculine by the translators but ‘quae’ is the female – albeit they still spelt it PARKS in the English 
 

“Here already it has been some time  that my dear Brotot was delighted by  Parks,   who took hold [of our mandate]  those 
things amongst us which must be done herself  [being] as a priority the best [candidate] among us.  

 

Who has the ears  to hear whatsoever amongst our mandate  .  . .To undergo del ivery forthwith ”  
 

I found the use of the words “some time” rather interesting.  These correspondences all written in Latin also hold 
within them many secret messages between the writer and the receiver.  This means, of course, that the person 

reading the letters from Nostradamus was also aware of what Nostradamus was doing and how it was happening! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

A 
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THE SUBJECTS WHICH APPEAR IN THE HIDDEN TEXTS 

In alphabetical order:                                                                                                and see the Footnotes    
 

ALCHEMYE  LIST  CIPHERS 

 All the obsolete astronomical names which are ciphers for the Hidden Texts 

 

ANAGRAMS 

 How medieval scientists communicated in order to avoid death 

 

ASTEROID~COMET~METEOR 

  Contrecoup,  Three events up to 3797AD.  

 

ASTROLOGICAL & ASTRONOMICAL KEYS 

 The Kelltic tree Zodiac: giving us the dates with which to work 

 

CESAR de NOSTREDAME  &  the  CLUES  in  the  VIGNETTES 

 One Male, The Lost Book painted by Cesar at age 13…provides the Illustrations & dates for the Hidden Texts 

 

CROP CIRCLES & THEIR MESSAGE 

Crop Circles & Orbits. Three Crop Circles-Cause For Pause. Who it is Which create them & how.  

 

DATES & DATING THE EVENTS 

 CQIN – Year of the Dragon, March Pisces Easter April, In Face, October, Taurus-Cancer, Yule-Noel,  

 

EVENTS WHICH ALSO AFFECT THE SECOND MILLENNIUM 

 Alien Invasion & False Flag, Nebula/Nova, Nuclear Accident Japan, Oil Spill Mexico Gulf, Water-World  

  

FALSE RAPTURE 

 False Rapture in Four parts, Men In Black. The Second Coming & Train Danger 

 

FAMOUS PEOPLE IN THE QUATRAINS and 

 Black President, Charles, Rice 

HOW  NOSTRADAMUS  DID  IT & WHO HELPED HIM 

 I am the Alpha & The Omega.   How He Did It 

 

LOST POETRY: 

In the Correspondences of Nostradamus, the poems decoded 

 

MEDICAL  

 Scrophules Pestilences & Radiation. Warnings to us regarding  Chemtrails  &  Vaccinations  

 

NOSTRADAMUS and: 

 David Huggins, Da Vinci, The Hopi, Isaiah, Matthew, Mother Shipton, Ornament of His Times,  

The Angels, With Wand in Hand 

 

PLACES ON THE MAP 

 Australia 2. Bahre, Canis Canare, Etna, Geelong, Lands in Melee, Peru, Yellowstone  

 

QORAN QUARAN 

 King of Fear 10 72. The book of Other Worlders. J-Rod52 & Treaty IX.  Prince of Dark Men.  

Oannes & The Anun.nakim 

 

RUNES AS A KEY 

 Based on the Vinca runes; the oldest runes, derived from the Runic Skies.  

That runic shape in which the 24 main constellations appear to us 

 

STAGE GATE|STARGATE 

 Crono-Visor. Lost Thing, Modern Meaning of some quatrains, The Bridge & the Ramp,  

 Seti 1 & the Tomb with Technology, Stage gate – Stargate 

 

THE PASSING OVER 

 Aeolus the Father of all Winds, Aura Canopy Force Fields, Earth’s New Equator, End of An Age, 

Fuse Pall Rip, Nibiru Solar System. Planar Planisphere, Primed.  Why the Maya Calendar Ceases 

TWO SUNS 

 Grand Pulse, Hero Ehwa Moves The Earth, Solar Flip, the Solar Year, The Sun & the Ship 

 

UNIDENTIFIED  FLYING  CRAFT 

 Roman Candles and Many Others 

1 Lettres Inédites – Rosenberg  Oct 15 1561   pp 102  by Jean Dupèbe 1983  This translation by members of the Nostradamus Research Group & Peter Lemesurier                            
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HOW THE COLLATOR CAME INTO THE PICTURE 

 

If one were able to stand in the shoes of Nostradamus and ask oneself this question:  
 

“What attributes should I be looking for when choosing a person in the future who should carry on the works         

  of the extrapolated Quatrains?” 

What would be the answer?  We are however,  making one assumption;  that it was Nostradamus who did the 
choosing.  Before we even arrive at this thought – we need to accept that Nostradamus had help and that this   
came from a much Higher source – 

The first precept is to find a person who has an open and enquiring mind.  Some would say a scientific mind.  

One who does not care for extra material things nor needs extraneous money.    One with an “INTJ” personality 
bordering on Asperger’s syndrome. Those who do need money or fame  will not understand certain things, their 
ego/id  will get in the way. Such as people who in the past; thought to “repair” the spelling of the quatrains. 

One who can spell, understands grammar, the syntax of French and Latin, has a vocabulary or the ability to research 
vocabulary (including medical)  and for the purposes of the texts hidden within the quatrains, has studied the runes. 

Not the least thought is that this person has the time spare,  the drive to do the work and the tenacity to continue 
with everything involved in completing the work.  

Erika Cheetham had all these qualities, apart from the study of Runic Lore and runic foundations – Erika Cheetham 
did very well. Throughout her work she rarely “repaired” the spelling “errors” – she kept all the Upper Case words 
and she took into consideration alternate possibilities regarding the Quatrains for future  Nostradamus “workers”  
to avail themselves. 

When it comes to the texts disguised within the quatrains, Allan Webber certainly had the drive and tenacity to 
follow through.  At the time of writing Allan is still making discoveries regarding the words of Nostradamus. 

For myself, a current time collator – a  nobody – the lifetime experiences which placed me in this position does 
encompass working as a proof reader (which included  medical journals) and as weird as this does sound … a 
breeder of horses. The person who works on the Hidden Texts needs the knowledge of horses!  There are a large 
number of horse terms pertinent to the decoding without which much would be lost.  The best example  is plucked 
from  10 24  4 

ISABELLE EBRILLADE QUADRILLE  10 24  4 
to begin with – how in the world did Allan Webber (his computer) come up with this combination? 
ISABELLE – the Ysabella was the palomino horse named for their COLOUR – golden... by Queen Isabella of Spain  
and the twist is that the very name Isabelle means GODS PROMISE – so this one word is saying and reiterating an entire phrase:  
GOD’S PROMISE OF THE GOLDEN OAR LEAGUE, (in line 2 5 2) and GOLDEN HOST DOING (in other lines) 

EBRILLADE – a bridle check, to turn a horse suddenly because it needs “checking” (re-tuning its mind) 
In recent lines (many of them) it seems that the Earth is going to take a TURN which will be a CHECK - 
 the reason for this has also been given (according to the hidden texts): 
The Earth is about to pass into a major solar flare that is extremely definitive – between the latitudes of 39 degrees north to 55 
degrees north … the other word used to describe how definitive is “POE” -  
POE who was so extremely intrigued by spontaneous HUMAN COMBUSTION 

QUADRILLE – a dance performed (in Spain) between six couples, also a dancing movement for highly trained horses (Spain) 
There are two meanings (again) for this one word: 
the Earth will be doing a “dance” – rocking to and fro – four times – before lying down on her side. This pushes us off our current 
orbit changing the length of our year and fulfilling the Maya Long Count calendar [the age]  
(This is what sets off  Bahre in India, Canary Islands, Geelong,  and Peru as described in their own hidden text forums) 
The word SIX refers to visitors coming from other worlds to help.  In other lines they are the two triads of the second coming.  See 
Mazzaroth  by Miss Frances Rolleston… The [Golden] Oar league is one of them (from Argo) in C.2 Q.5 L. 2 
and finally – confirmation (in the AUSTRALIA 2  forum as Nostradamus calls them) that Pine Gap Australia will be the pivot point of 
least CENTRIFUGAL FORCE – making SPAIN  the  DANCER! 
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Numerically speaking Century Ten is the last in the Published Centuries, the number 24 equals “6” (which is the 
number of death) and number 4 is the last line.  So all things about this quatrein refer to end times.                                                     
So far we have spoken of only three words in this Quatrein! 

10 24  4 Sauf coup de feu barril liqueur d’abeille. « Bees » = Ursa 

 EBRILLADE   QUADRILLE   ISABELLE     
FED COUP RID BELIAL REBURIAL   
AS A’QUIRED ABLE FUEL                      LABEL BREUU   I   

could be saying the first day of Brew – May 13/14 ties in with CHANI  and 
EARTH’S NEW EQUATOR 

Except (for) the  late (recent)  bees  barrel  blast: this refers to the space 
“station” implosion seen by me Sept. equinox  2011 in which Nostradamus 
says  “YOU SAUU ME DIE” 4 31  4  in  “CANIS CANARE” 
REBURIAL  (men in black)  I = Halloween  &  December  18/19/20/21 
BREUU  May 13 – June 9    The same dates  are  in  2 .5  in  F.I.S.H. 

AS is a god of the Eddas, of the Aesir/Aettir, (who provided one Runic alphabet) the “ABLE FUEL” means the best manner of helping humanity.    
REBURIAL is a reference to those “risen from the dead” at the end times – FED is the FEDeration of Heavenly assistance. BEES, Beetle and the 
“Beehive” are obsolete names for those from the direction of Ursa Major which are in a form of treaty with the American government    
YOU SAUU ME DIE  was truly mind bending. We all know Nostradamus died the night of July 1st 1566 – as did he! Found standing up    

A primary ability required from the collator/decoder is;  A memory for detail. Here is one example: 

One will notice that the cipher here for the dates are Celtic key words. In this case the word ‘BREW”.    The most 
ingenious methods of providing dates will best give  us an “aha” moment when different dating ciphers give the 
exact same timing!   The above hidden texts are telling us about the Golden Oar League arriving to help at a time 
when the human race most needs it.  In the ordinary  [face value] quatrains, C.2 Q.5  says: 

   2 . 5 
              Qu’en dans poisson, fer & lettres enfermee, 

Hors sortira, qui puis fera la guerre, 
Aura par mer sa classe bien ramée, 
Apparoissant prés de Latine terre. 

 

That  which in fish, [F.I.S.H.] iron (Virgo) & letters [are] enclosed 
Out will go one who will then make war, 
Karma from the blue its golden oar league 
Appearing near Latin land.        (Babel to the Romans or Rio de Janeiro) 

C.2 Q.5  says:  the astrological “iron” clue which is a date – and the letters which are in FISH are that date. 

“Iron” the date is meant to be in Scorpio in modern times but in Virgo in the obsolete.  I do not believe that it is 
really the date which is the subject here,  just the hint that the letters of the word F.I.S.H. are the date!  Having said 
that – these are the same dates in EARTH’S NEW EQUATOR – which possibly means 2016 – see  A.D. ENDS 
This would be something only a person working on the quatreins and who has the “triple method” (which is not a 
tripod) would realize – since it is by “left over” letters that dates are arrived at. Tables for the “left over” letters and 
their meaning will be provided later.   For us in this quatrain, the dates from F.I.S.H. are as follows: 
 

F.I.S.H: the icon of the office of Jesus … as a date is in the “Age of Pisces” our current Anno Dommini.  

F. Celt Alder zodiac                  March 18 – April 14 
I.  Celt Yew tree days Halloween & December 19/20…   Halloween is in Scorpio 
S.  Celt Willow                         April 15 – May 12 
H. Taurus  Rune                       May 13 – June 9  [rune for Hagaliz-chaos-ice-hail] 
 

There are several things to notice about these dates, first that they run on in sequence once ‘I’  is placed aside , that 
is;  (the ego). They correspond with the dates in quatrein 10 24 4, 1 80  &  in the vignette of the two fish which are 
sitting above the dividing tectonic plates picture,  also in quatrain 5 36  in line two – “will come advocating  ‘mix’  dew 
and ‘mineral’.”   The word “mineral” (or any word which means a mineral such as feldspar) is code for in Pisces.  
 
1 : 80  belongs with 2 5 letters in fish 
              De la sixieme claire splendeur celeste, 

Viendra tonner si fort en la Bourgogne : 
Puis naistra monstre de treshideuse beste, 
Mars, Avril, Mai, Juin grand charpin & rongne. 

 

From the sixth bright celestial light     (Auriga Rigel or Vega) 
it will come to thunder very strongly in Burgundy.   (asteroid) 
Then a monster will be born of a very hideous beast:   (CME) 
In March, April, May and June great wounding and worrying. 

 

“Then” means  “after this event”, with the monster being born of our sun which goes “bronze” in Presage January 3rd  

It does become intricate, yet leaves no inconsistencies.  One merely needs to read what Nostradamus is saying.         
In C6 Q35 the same applies to “letters in CANDLE”.  Where ‘candle’ says “lanced”. The entire quatrain speaks of 
“woods and cities”  lanced by the sun.  
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Both Nostradamus and da Vinci used the word “candle” when they mean the sun. 

This type of lateral thinking is necessary throughout the entire coded works, including the letters written in Latin – 
(the correspondences of Nostradamus) the “poems” written in Latin, and the Presages  – they all hide information 
… knowledge  left behind for us here in the second millennium and further.   

For myself, the work is an intellectual joy.  Finding Allan Webber on the internet was no mere coincidence. It was 
arranged by Someone very high “UP”, astronomically high.   Allan must have recognized the name I signed  with.   
The outcome after he quizzed me between emails, being that he sent me his entire templates  – all 10,000+ of  them. 

 

 

WE HAVE ALL LOST THE ABILITY TO PLACE OURSELVES  
IN THE SHOES OF MEN LIKE NOSTRADAMUS AND  
                                                  LEONARDO Da VINCI 
TO TAKE OUR MINDS BACK TO THE DAYS OF  
SERIOUS STUDY OF OUR SURROUNDINGS:  
NOT JUST AT AN EARTHLY LEVEL, 
BUT AS FAR AS THE EYE CAN SEE.  
 

IT SEEMS TO ME THAT BOTH OF THESE MEN,  
IN SEPARATE LOCATIONS OF EUROPE BUT CONTEMPORARY  
TO  EACH OTHER, SUFFERED EQUALLY AMAZING EXPERIENCES.  
ALSO IN ENGLAND, ‘MOTHER’ SHIPTON IN THE SAME TIME FRAME  
WAS RUMOURED AS  COMMUNICATING  WITH  “THE DEVIL” 
TODAY WE WOULD SAY THESE PEOPLE SUFFERED AN  
ABDUCTION EPISODE, WITH ONE PRIME  DIFFERENCE ~  

THAT: 

THEY WERE ALL GIVEN  A MESSAGE TO  CONVEY…  
 

A  SET OF WARNINGS TO THEIR FUTURE, FOR YOU AND ME. 

This has a parallel with Nostradamus and his “pointing up” pictures. 
 

  
 

1554 
 

 
The “planets of crossing” This cross and the one on the flag above  
the “mansion” are a reference to the Nibiru solar system 

 
 
 
 

“Guess where I have been?”  Da Vinci.  

The first lesson to us from those 
in our past is to look to the stars 
for the true method of obtaining 
the calendar – and to take our 
minds even further. The flag and 
the mansion are zodiac “houses”. 
Nostradamus tells us quite clearly 

in these illustrations … 
“AS ABOVE – SO BELOW” 

‘Banner’ means the Milky Way 

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_dmnWEZk5Vzc/SndXaOW0ToI/AAAAAAAABcM/UB8bafua1Ao/s1600-h/Leonardo_da_Vinci_025.jpg
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REPORT TO LORD TENDÉ by NOSTRADAMUS ON AERIAL SIGHTINGS FEBRUARY 1ST 1554 
 

From Jacques Vallee book  “Wonders in the Sky” 

 

 
This is the report provided to Lord Tende March 10 1554.   Exactly one year prior to the Centuries being published.  
We will be dealing with the Presages, the Letters (written in Latin) and correspondence of Nostradamus because 
they are in code too, the letter named the Preface written to his three year old son Cesar, (thus giving us an idea of 
when the time travel began), the Epistle to King Henri (a short history lesson of the past and the future, some of 
which contradicts the Preface) and the Vignettes by Cesar de Nostredame who was thirteen at the time he painted 
them for his father, very shortly prior to Nostradamus being found lifeless the morning of July 2nd 1566. 
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ONE MALE  on the page being read by the prince (Sirius) 
The letters which I think I can see are: 
NONPU(V)OL =  NUN (Virgo) LOOP (orbit) 
OLEV(U)RE  = RUE LEO (treaty 9) – EL ROVE 
ALTRINER  = RAN [Vanir/Cassiopeia] TILER RENT LIAR  
(treaty 9), handing out Maya numbered tiles for rapture1 
ONE MALE = MENOLEA  (ELECTRON BEINGS) 
FATTE JI (or OI) = EAT OF IT - IT OF AET. (orme/manna) 
UN OGMS  =  MU SONG 
AN CHE   =  ANNUNAKI CHE-RUB 
G(J)S L(T)ONO =  N [Eridu] LOGOS – JNO SOL –  
SO LONG 
ST. ON  IO - IS NOT O [Andromeda] (Othilla rune: cultural 
inheritance), therefore it is a Fallen Angel, a Nephilim 
 

RAN = god of the Vanir. TILER = tiles are being handed out in the 
Ascension/Rapture/Passion1 for a false rapture 
IT OF AET = Cassiopeia/humans – originally the Celt (Aettir/Aisa) 
MU SONG = tectonic plates activity 
N: of Eridanus. Or  “N’s LOGO”…LOGO  is  JESUS in human form 
CHE-RUBs are He Rod greys 
JNO* = JUNO : asteroid SOL = our sun † Juno is associated with all 
beginnings and hers are the kalendae of every month, so this means 
the calendars will change 
ST: Saint on Io IS NOT O: Andromedans, not the Andromeda Council 
The tree of life – an apple tree here or Fraxinia  an Ash means on a 
Friday. Hercules the hero (Sagitta) holds Pomifer - an Apple branch  
 

is this March  through to  Easter 2014? –  
Year of the Horse 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Juno (Latin pronunciation: [ˈjuːnoː]) was an ancient Roman goddess, the protector and special counselor of the state.  She is a daughter of 
Saturn and sister (but also the wife) of the chief god Jupiter and the mother of Mars and Vulcan.  
Her Greek equivalent is Hera. (Asteroid) 
As the patron goddess of Rome and the Roman Empire she was called Regina ("queen") and, together with Jupiter and Minerva, (Minerva – 
another asteroid name)  was worshipped as a triad on the Capitol (Juno Capitolina) in Rome. 
Juno's own warlike aspect among the Romans is apparent in her attire. She often appeared armed and wearing a goatskin cloak. The 
traditional depiction of this warlike aspect was assimilated from the Greek goddess Athena, whose goatskin was called the 'aegis' (shield)  
† Her complete name is also threefold: The Wet  (Arədvī), The Strong (Sūrā), The Immaculate  (Anāhitā) = ICE AGE? 

Other epithets of hers that were in use include Moneta and Caprotina, Tutula, Fluonia or Fluviona and Februalis                                             Wiki 
 

*JNO may also be a reference to the author JNO COOK who has a very interesting  hypothesis regarding the cause of Noah’s flood: 
the meeting of planispheres.  Two passing planets which need not be closer than 500,000 miles   
These planets can still affect each other, in particular their atmospheres.                     jnocook.net 
 

1 Ascension/Passion/Rapture/ are three different things  
Ascension is in regard to Earth and the human soul, regardless of its physical or metaphysical whereabouts. 
The Passion is an event which has happened to various nuns and persons through history where they levitate. 
Rapture is a word which has come to mean the opposite to its original intention.  
The meaning comes from RAPTOR: to be caught up, or picked up. As in ‘false rapture’ or “abduction” 

 
 

There is even a hidden text line which speaks of “dividing the task”. 
The reason for this was obvious to me, a thing which will appear in later subjects. 

Allan’s astounding work can be seen at “A Fossicker’s Guide to Nostradamus” on the internet. 

http://jnocook.net/
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TIME  TRAVEL 

 

VOLTAIRE’S LETTER — CONTACT WITH HUMAN ETS 
 

Count Richard Jiamfre  gave Eugenio Siragusa a strange handwritten letter from Voltaire.  

It was addressed to the legendary Count St. Germain.  
 

The letter has phrases that fit perfectly with the idea of an alleged ET presence in human history. 

The date on the handwritten letter was June 6, 1761. 
 

“Your long road through time will be illuminated by my friendship for you – even at the time of 
your revelations about the middle of the 20th century…       (Being Roswell and the subsequent Treaty 9) 

Because of time, the talking pictures will not be able to be stored in memory.  
May your wonderful flying machines bring you back to me.”                                      Italics are mine 
 

 

The Hidden Texts are very careful in their manner of providing  each ensuing step to comprehension not just for 
everyone else, but for the collator as well..  
 

2 67  2   PLEASED   ADHERES  PALER  HEADER   - ASSEMBLED MASSES READ VIRTUED HEADER  
 

The “virtued” header page of the web site does indeed contain what seems to be a “milder” content. The subjects 
of the TWIN TOWERS (all written in the past tense) being validation, that of the CROP CIRCLES & THEIR MESSAGE an 
inspiration simply because they have been so controversial to the general public, and the MEDICAL VACCINATIONS & 
CHEMTRAILS being quite contemporary. Had any one of these topics been published at any time prior to September 
11 2001 – they would not have had the impact they do contain.  
 

One can then imagine my shock when consistently two words appeared which seemed to have no context what-so-
ever to the lines in which they appeared. Those words are STAGE and GATE. It was not until I heard Michio Kaku say 
in a documentary “if time travel were possible – it would have to be in stages”  … did it set off many alarm bells. 
After trawling the Template for the hidden texts, sure enough, an entire “forum” of fifty two pages formed from the 
words “stage” and “gate”. Later, an email from Andrew Bassagio gave me the words “Crono Visor” with the same  
results. This is the “cronus visor” spyglass of my last “conduit” experience. 
 

A short digression is needed here – the word “forum” came from Nostradamus himself. A forum is a collection – in 
this case, of ideas.             6 89  3 SHE COMPUTES... I.E.  FIT  NAME  EACH  POEM  FOUR   

                                                                EACH  FORUM  COSTUME  [presented] TOUCHES   ME   
 

There is more to this line which is not applicable here. The word “COSTUME” would be a reference to the “dressing 
up” of each forum, the illustrations and so on.  The manner of the illustrations applicable includes the Vignettes of 
the “Lost Book” painted by Cesar - This is the very reason for the vignettes!. 
 

Throughout this process of being dragged willingly with firm grip – lines appeared exactly at the time they were 
required. That is, the early lines in the “paler header” were replete with keys not yet discovered – possibly because 
once these keys were found, there was no going back. Indeed it became necessary to re-do many lines, especially in 
the MEDICAL VACCINATIONS & CHEMTRAILS forum in order to reach their full impact. These, then formed new forums 
all their own. The most important “suggestion” to the collator, were the lines regarding “thesaurus”. These were 
saying to go over the original quatrains using the Thesaurus.  
 
5 61  2 Subjugera les hauts monts Apennis   

MUST PEN  BI  THESAURAL , SALE  PAST  ISSUES  
4 51  3 Hastez a` pied si pres viendront poursuivre  

I  PORTION  THESAURY  ROUUS    UURY  
3 54  3 Passant copies par les hautes montaignes  

PEN CAPTIONS THESAURAL AUGMENTATIONS   
POETIC  PROPHETICALNESS  TOPICS 
ATONING EPISCOPANT NEGATION   

1 87  4    Puis Arethuse [asteroid] rougira nouveau fleuve  
ASTER SHOUUER SUUIPE IRAN,  EARTH   I   
RHOETUS  FLEUU  OUUN  FUEL  
THUS UUORSE ROGUE ARES                (Leonine manslaughter) 
PRAISE  THESAURUS  AGAIN  
I arouse SUPERIOR pairing             (the programmer & the collator) 
I organise up in air 

        I = (Halloween, December 18/19/20 Polar regions and Egypt)
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Here is a good time to mention something else. The  SHAPE  of the “verse” – described as “metre foot” which I 
needed to do in order to get the context of each line into the position it needs to be!   This,  also,  blew me away… 
The result of using the Thesaurus is the forum  BRINGING THE QUATRAINS INTO THE NOW – much of which is regarding 
time travel   Good examples of taking this advice from Nostradamus produced the following quatrains: 
 

Century 1  quatrain  1 

 
Estant assis de nuict secret estude   

Seul reposé sur la selle d'aerain:   

Flambe exigue sortant de solitude  

Fait prosperer qui n'est à croire vain  

SOUL BEING  [Nostradamus] SITS OF A NIGHT, COVERTLY RESEARCHING 

ALONE RECLINING ON THE ETHEREAL SEAT                                (stage gate) 

FLAME CONFINED – EXITING IN SOLITUDE                     [feeling very alone] 

ABOARD THRIVING – WHO WILL NOT BELIEVE THE DEED;  UNHEEDING 

 

Century 1  quatrain 2 

 
La vierge en main mise au milieu de  BRANCHES 
 
De l'onde il moulle et le limbe et le pied: 
 
Un peur et voix - fremissent par les manches 
 
Splendeur divine. Le divin pres s'assied 

 
 

 
 
THE DISK IN HAND, ENACTING THROUGH  the  SEE~ER CONNECTIONS 
                                                                                      (looking glass stage gate) 
THE WAVE-PULSE FORMS A SHAPE ON THE PEDESTAL 
                                                                                       (hologram on a platform) 
FEAR AND ONE VOICE ~ SHIMMERING  -  RETURNS BY THE TUNNELS 
                                                                            (fear of doing - voice activation) 
                                                                                  (what we call “wormholes”) 

                         (in time)DIVINE SPLENDOUR – THE GOD SITS CLOSE           

Here is the quatrain which has bothered so many decoders. The word BRANCHES being in upper case was a puzzle too, let alone 
the meaning of that word which could simply be DNA: 

                  BRANCHES 
de Branches 
from brancher                       the Verb…connect up, to plug in        
The same problem arises here that Erika Cheetham had – 
… the entire word is in capitals      
Branch in the obsolete tables HAS SEVERAL INTENTIONS: 
BRANCH: held by Cepheus the crowned king. This is Thurisaz the sky 
rune, meaning standing at the gateway 
BRANCH: of the whale’s tail in Cetus Constellation in the south:  
(said by Nostradamus to be the new North Pole constellation) 
BRANCHUS: SEER by Apollo to be used here I believe as SEE-ER 
 

ATHENE the branch who gives 
VIRGO: the seed to be borne (carried) to fruition 
ATUM:  (Gemini) – Mercury the Messenger 
BRANCH: held by Boötes the guardian of the flock 
PALM BRANCH: held by Hercules the hero 
GRACIOUS BRANCH: Lambadia, Mercy. Libra the balance 
PROCYON: the branch, Redeemer be, then in Gemini 
SERPHA the branch – He the Desired 
BRANCHES – the Seer under Didymus the grammarian 
BOUGH: the infant Branch was Coma –  
thought to have been the Star of Bethlehem.     
Is also ASTREA in Virgo (and an asteroid)  

 

The UPPER CASE words in all the quatrains are to be anagrammed on their own, then to apply the Alchemye List and the Celtic 
zodiac to get the result… BRANCHES – the codes within codes  
CERN BASH BREACH N-S, (magnetic poles) BE (can mean in Virgo) N-S ARCH… CHARS BEN (Israel) EBN CRASH (Roswell) EBN CHARS  
 

Presage 20 1557 Septembre 

Mer, terre, aller, ƒoy, loyaute rompue 

Pille, naufrage a la cite tumulte 

Fiel cruel acte ambition repue 

Foyble, offenƒe le chef du fait inulte 

(orbit)  SEA-EARTH ALLEGIANCE, ABLE TO BREAK AWAY SMOOTHLY

TUMULTUOUS  CITY  SUBMERSED,  LOOTED  

BILE means June 10th – July 7th CRUEL ACTION BILE ~                                  

(to the Earth)  CHIEF INFRACTION  REVELLING IN THE  ACHIEVEMENT 

 DEED  CALCULATED  ACROSS TIME 
 

DEED CALCULATED ACROSS TIME:  quite so – in the forum I AM THE ALPHA & THE OMEGA - the placement of the pyramids 
giving the planetary date of IN MERCURY VENUS SATURN  (5 32 2) which is December 3  2012 … is testament to that  “Earth 
allegiance to Sea” saying quite clearly that the area of the “Sea” in the Milky Way is no longer   ‘in allegiance’ – meaning that 
it has moved – this matches the words UNACCUSTOMED CETUS  (5 9 4) which is currently in the southern hemisphere,  at 
the same time also stating that the seas of the Earth no longer have their allegiance either… 
 

5 32 2 says ABANDON STATION in ASH/N: Celtic zodiac ASH  February 18 – March 17 May 25 to June 03 November 22 to December 01  
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FOOTNOTES: 
Within the Hidden Texts has been  placed  numerous  authors which are very heavy hints from Nostradamus  to read what that 
author had to say… One very clever method of speaking volumes (literally) using only one word… the author’s name  
Certain examples are (in alphabetical order): 
 

1) AGRIPPINA (Cornelius) 

Nostradamus guided Allan UUebber to read En Chiffre (Agrippina) chapter 14  which states: 
“Concerning the bodies of Angels, there is a great dissension betwixt the late Divines, and 
Philosophers; for Thomas  affirms that all angels are incorporeal, yea evil angels, yet that they           
do assume bodies sometimes, which after awhile they put off again…” 

 6:66  4 Terre trembler en Avril, mal enfouetz = Earth to shake in April – all of Earth 
             Terror [terrorists] Enter Fallen Emblem.  Zeal Inflame Touuer MALL, liarz menu                 
             UN-ERRABLE  FELON,  METE [provide]  IR-REMUNERABLE  [non replaceable] 
             METER [measure/count] ENUMERABLE  TREBLE R (Draco – the triad)  
             Alminezur Label [chapter] Fourteen [of En Chiffre].  
(Alminezur = numeral iz 14).   (En Chiffre is the mysterious ‘Henric’ of the quatrains) This is “direction” to 
read Chapter 14 of Cornelius Agrippina. Allan Webber had discovered additional direction which led him to 
the meaning of “Henric”.  The body of Agrippina’s work in chapter 14 relates to “good” angels and “bad” 
angels, and the fact that they can appear in any form – shape shift.    (Noting the number of this quatrain) 

 

2) CELTIC RIVER in the same quatrain 6: 4 which mentions Agrippina. In particular Celtic Myth  by T Rolleston 
6 4                                                                             CODES WITHIN CODES 

Le Celtiq fleuve changera de rivaige  
Plus ne tiendra la cite' d'Agripine:  
Tout transmue' ormis le vieil langaige   
Saturne, Leo, Mars, Cancer en rapine   

The Celtic river will change its flow:                             CELT  knowledge & language clues 
Plus [when] not applying the quote of Agrippina:         ROMAN/NORMA /LEO clues 
All transmuted except the old language                         Keeping the obsolete keys 
Saturn, (time ) [in or from] Leo (sun), Mars (chaos/war), Cancer (date Ursa) in plunder  

6 4 4 SMALL TIME RELATED OPENINGS IN THE HEAVENS DATING CANCER 
Note: “ARMAGEDDON”  is composed of: “ARM” obs. for in Gemini and Cepheus the king constellation (see 1: 10)  MAR.GID.DO is 
Ursa Major with whom the American military have had treaties and from whom Al Qaida is named. The CIA (which are run by Off  
Worlders invented the name)  from Al Kaid the main star in Ursa Major.  Al Kaid was Canis Venaticus/Venatici – the Hunting Dogs 

 

3) CHANI the Elder. See the Chani Project & the FUSE YEAR 
“To help researchers get a time frame for when this merging of  realities would occur, the Entity gave them "predictions"  that served as 
indicators for when the time was close. The Entity's abilities and accuracy were verified to researchers by predictions and indicators given 
during the five years of the CHANI project which did eventuate (these are still classified).  
The predictions didn't come all at once, but were obtained/spread over the duration of the research project. Although the Entity  
was in the "now", he was able to see events in our timeline that he shared with the researchers.  Some of these were a cosmic  
sonic-boom event and changes to our Sun and Jupiter.    All these predictions were to be used as a sequence of indicators 

       to identify the time (Fuse Year) when the big event (the Merge) would occur.                  Nexus Magazine & godlikeproductions 

4) DA VINCI 
“the clouds, riven (divided) and (Dan in Scorpio) torn, swept along in the path of the wind,  (wind is  
“Ruach” a pseudonym for Eloim [say some] or for the arrival of En.lil/YHWH in Genesis 2) together with storms of 
sand blown up from the sea (sea in the Alchemye List means that area of the constellations in which all the nautical 
named stars are including the headwaters of Erid.anus from Aquarius) shores, and  branches (including from Virgo, 
but branch also means DNA, and see all the meanings of the word BRANCH)  and leaves caught up by the irresistible 
fury  of the gale and scattered through the air, and with them many other things of light weight. The trees and 
shrubs should [would] be bent to the ground, as though showing their  desire to follow the direction of the wind, with 
their branches twisted (mutated DNA or twisted in Virgo – the Earth?) out of their natural growth and their leaves 
tossed and inverted. (The leaves could mean the land on Earth, and inverted would then mean “made upside down”) 
Of the men  [“men” is obs. for Aquarius, thus saying that Aquarius has fallen with Andromeda [garment] twisting 
around that area in the skies) who are there, some should have fallen and be lying wrapped round by their garments 
(meaning either garlanded/October but ‘garment’ in the Alchemye list is the stars of  Andromeda) and almost 
indistinguishable (shapeshifters) on account of the dust,footnotes [placed before our eyes] and those who are left 
standing should be behind some tree with their arms thrown round it (arms means in Gemini and also means those 
from Cepheus which are part of the Second Coming, part of ARM.MAR.GID.DA) to prevent the wind [Ruach/En.lil from 
dragging them away; others should be crouching on the ground, their hands  (hands plural means those from Leo) 
over their eyes (eyes means those from Orion) because of the dustfootnote, their garments and hair (“hair” means 
those from Cassiopeia or Berenice) streaming in the wind (Ruach/En.lil god of the air, skies and wind)  
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Let the sea (those from Crane Crux/Grus Eridanus etc) be wild and tempestuous, and between the crests of its waves  
(where it is calmer – means those of Tau Ceti in the Whale constellation, but is also a reference to the “fetch” 
between waves, which is a key word for a time gate) it should be covered with eddying foam, and the wind [Ruach] 
should carry the finer sprayfootnote (the disguise or the dust cloud left by Nibiru?) through the stormy [storm means 
Alcyone in the Pleiades, said to be in alliance with the Ruach/wind/En.lil who is ‘lord of the air’ the YHWH]  air after 
the manner of a thick and all-enveloping mist. [The great Pall] 
BRANCHES the mystery word capitalized in Century 1: quatrain 2 
de Branches…from brancher the Verb…connect up, to plug in        
The same problem arises here that Erika Cheetham had –… the entire word is in capitals .    
Branch in the obsolete tables HAS SEVERAL INTENTIONS: 
 

ATHENE the branch who gives 
ATUM:  (Gemini) – Mercury the Messenger 
BOUGH: the infant Branch was Coma –  thought to have been the Star of Bethlehem.     
Is also ASTREA in Virgo Bough (and an asteroid)  
BRANCH of Cepheus held in his ARMS 
BRANCH: held by Cepheus the crowned king. This is Thurisaz the sky rune, meaning standing at the gateway 
BRANCH: held by Boötes the guardian of the flock 
BRANCH: of the whale’s tail in Cetus Constellation in the south:  
(said by Nostradamus to be come the new North Pole constellation) 
BRANCHES – the Seer under Didymus the grammarian 
BRANCHUS: SEER by Apollo…to be used here I believe as SEE-ER in 1: 2  
BRANCHES of D.N.A. 
GRACIOUS BRANCH: Lambadia, Mercy. Libra the balance 
PALM BRANCH: held by Hercules the hero 
PROCYON: the branch, Redeemer be, then in Gemini 
SERPHA the branch – He the Desired 
VIRGO: the seed to be borne (carried) to fruition: 

"A virgin shall bear a son called the branch, the gloriously beautiful, who shall come down and have dominion.  
He shall be desired and longed for, but also he shall be despised and be a sin offering. 
He shall be pierced, but will also pierce. 
He is the heretofore and the hereafter.  
He will come suddenly to rule, subdue, govern and tread under foot".  Mazzaroth/Mizraim – the first message 

And see the SECOND COMING 
 

So now you see how just one word can convey so many pertinent consistent intentions   
    

5) Dr. NEUMANN (time travel) & Dr. Dan BURISCH (He Rod – J Rod) 

6) EDDURS the Lays  http://fax.libs.uga.edu/  

7) EN.KI & The LOST TABLETS of UR & EN.KI’S LAMENT (and The Cosmic Code by Z. Sitchin) 

8) JNO Cook(.net]  Saturnian Cosmology. The advice to read JnoCook came from the words on the page of the 
same book which other words appeared, namely “ONE MALE” in one of the vignettes of Cesar de Nostredame. 

9) JOHN DEE and his Five Books of Angels these were 40 angels which visited John Dee (contemporaneous 
with Nostradamus) providing John Dee with an alphabet – the same writing which appeared in the Pleiadian 
crop circle of July 25th 2010 which can be seen in the forum NOSTRADAMUS & THE ANGELS 

10) MAZZAROTH/MIZRAIM by Miss Frances Rolleston: The astronomical ciphers hidden in the Bible 
11) Wes PENRE “In his essay, 'Between the Devil and the Returning Rock'   Dr. A.R. Bordon of LPG-C suggests that 

Reagan may have been talking about the incoming Ša.AM.e, (which we know as the Anun.nakim) which makes 
sense as things seem to be unfolding, if we also take Lord Utu's [the Anu Hero] statement into account”.  

12) RAVESTEIN (he of 15 different names) who wrote  about the evil  Prince of Dark Men (a negro from Sirius) 
which subject Tiletanus/Ravestein raised trying to warn the Pope about them not being real Archangels… 

TILETANUS = aka   Ravesteyn (Ravestein 1506 – 1570 a coincidence that he was contemporaneous with Nostradamus?) works 
include: "Epistola Ven. Patri Laurentio Villavincentio", against Baianism;  “was the comma… to be placed after intento or after 
possent, the meaning being reversed accordingly as the comma came after the one or after the other word”?  Thus asked the  pope 
evading the issue at hand: that of Other Worlders 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baianism
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In the template of the Hidden Texts appear several other lines which refer to TILETANUS – …It is to be pointed out that the 
word can be broken into ANU, (the Anun.nakim) T (is the sky rune for Ursa Major central their primary stronghold)  TILES 
(for the False Rapture) – they have Maya numerals on them and are meant to be given out to those in the “queue”.  In reality 
these people will be taken to the “piggery” in the sky, says Nostradamus ~ the “elect ”  will not have to queue for the real 
event of  “being lifted up”.              Herein is the difference between those Off Worlders who are doing the false rapture (the 
Siriac in league with certain Anu…The Mayan numerals on the tiles give this one away, because Quetzal.coatl is an Anu.nakim)  

and those who genuinely come to help – from the Pleiades,  Arcturus  and Tau Ceti.  It will be the craft they arrive in which 
will give away …any false shapeshifters pretending to be cat eyed tall blond Dal, the “Nordic” Plejaren or Tau Cetis.    See the 
“SUMMARY OF NORDICS” at the end of PESTILENCES & RADIATION  with another to be added – The benevolent UMMO 
The dangerous craft are those shaped like a rectangle,  Roman Candles or cylinder, and the jellyfish or animalistic craft. 
The cylinder not to be confused with the cigar shaped craft of the Tau Cetis 

Footnotes:   
RAVESTEIN (aka 14 other names) from 8 6 2  TILETANUS SUB-LITERATE SUB-TITLES; FALSE LATIN means  hidden codes are within 

antwerpiensem irrepserunt  (1)  
stri 

quidam contra varias & inanes cavillationes mat flacci illyrici apologia seu defensio  (1)  

 (1)  

 (1)  
erunt, & Augustanae 

Confessioni se assentiri profitentur, succincta confutatio  (1)  
1 Confessionis sive docrtinae, 2quae nuper edita est a ministris, qui in Ecclesiam Antwerpiensem irrepserunt & Augustanae 

confessioni se assentiri profitentur, 3succinta confutatio... 2. ed. auctior & castigatior: Accesserunt duae orationes in scholis 

theologicis...  (1)   the phrases in dark red have been anagrammed – at the end 
piensem confessionem appellant pseudoministri 

quidam) contra varias & inanes cauillationes Mat. Flacci Illyrici, apologia seu defensio. Authore Ivdoco Ravesteyn ...  (1)  
Illyrici, 

apologia seu defensio ...  (1) -sancti Concilii Tridentini, quae quidem ad religionem 

et doctrinam christianam pertinet, adversus censuras et examen Martini Kennitij... pars prima [-altera]...  (1)  
1 Confessionis sive docrtinae…                    dissociate, fine conversions (Earth’s orbit) concession;  is sensitive road  
2 quae nuper edita est a ministris                MEDITERRANEAN SEA QUITS – IT IS UP  … (just as Da Vinci & Nostradamus said)  
3 succinta confutatio...                              act is continuous act  -  caution,  focus intact  [the Earth] 

These are the only subtitles worked here. See the results in later pages  
Confessionis sive docrtinae…                                 Iƒ [is] SOCIETIES CONVERSIONS [in] DAN [Scorpio] 
 

13) VINCA RUNES as a guide for finding the meaning of “out of place” cipher letters in the template 
 

14) PTOLEMY & the 48 CONSTELLATIONS (now obsolete) but used as ciphers in the texts. The number 48 can be 
divided by 12 which is an Anu concept. The Anun.nakim [as we call them] lay claim to the placement of the Zodiac 
constellations of 12, (13 is only a lunar cycle) which is really saying they had placed the Earth within the station 
amongst the zodiac “road” sign posts.  

 

15) CELTIC  TREE  ZODIACS as a guide for finding the month & days provided by key words in the template 
16) Andrew Bassagio  CRONUS VISOR & Michael Prince/James Casbolt THE DANGERS OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

Although I have not come across their names in the Template of the Hidden Texts, they were both verified by 
way of words they used.  In the case of Bassagio  – out of the blue I received an email from him with just two 
words on it. They were CRONO VISOR. I knew I had seen the word VISOR so I went looking at those lines to 
find the other word. Sure enough, in no less than 47 lines was the word CRONUS in the same line as VISOR! 
For me, this type of validation cannot be questioned, so for Bassagio and his parameters, there is truth within. 
 

“MANNEQUIN – The Dangers of Looking Glass and Artificial Intelligence” by James Michael Casbolt also sub- 
titled “The Life & Times of Michael Prince”… while reading the first pages of this I almost cast it aside- before  
 

I stumbled on theses words in the same sentence. Aldebaren and sexual torturers.   This brought to my mind 
the same words in the Template “ALDEBAREN : SEXUAL ROGUES” along with a description of them by both; 
that is: thick barrelled chest, or in the case of Nostradamus CAUDEX which means “thick trunk”… (and “tail”) 
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When I see this type of validation,  between someone in my timeline saying they have experienced an episode 
which I know is couched in the Template of the Hidden Texts (something I did not construct) from Michel de 
Nostredame the most famous abductee of the last 500 years – I can only accept it as given. 

 

17) SHIPTON, CAYCE, ISAIAH, ENOCH, EZEKIEL and many others. 
In the case of Ursula Shipton who was contemporaneous with Da Vinci, Dee, Nostradamus & Ravestein, 
those other prophets from former [Biblical]  times and Cayce who was alive in the twentieth century; they  
all without exception had the exact same message to send to us. 
How could this be? 
There is only one answer – a time portal. 
The next question becomes: from whom? 
In the following forums (a word used by Nostradamus, meaning a collection of ideas) – we will find out. 

 

18) WALTER HUNT “SONG IN STONE”   
with its insights into Rennes le Chateau, Rosslyn (Rose Lane) and time portals, written as fiction. It is to be kept in 
mind that the Alchemye List is very old and that “Rose” was a key word for the time gates. 
 

FROM THE  INSCRIPTION  RENNES  PAINTING  WHICH  SAUNIERE  FOUND.   
USING  THE  ALCHEMYE  LIST  WE  GET  THE  FOLLOWING: 

 

NOSTRADAMUS          "ARC [orbit]… I NOT AGE  

"I GO NEAR ACT "GO EAR [Virgo] ANTIC ."AGONIC TEAR [rip]." "I AT CORN  [Virgo] AGE "NOR I AT CAGE [not in the stars]. 
"I RAN [with] CAT [Dal] EGO "ART COINAGE [see vignettes]."ART GEN CIAO "CARO [dear one] IN  GATE." 
 

GRAN THE PLEIADIANS    I-A  is Yew Tree Day to December 23   A.I., is artificial intelligence 

GRAN ACE TO I [Egypt] GRAN TIE [allied] OCA (Orca/Tau Cetians) IE A (Cassiopeians) COT (bred or in bed/allied with) 
GRAN.CETO I-A (Dec 18 – 23) TO ICE A TO E.C. IA  GRAN CEO [Ptaah] AT I CO, GRAN  [Pleiades] ETA I [Halloween] – TO I 
AE (Sunday)[or EA TO] C (Nut date) Mar 22 to Mar 31 (Luna) C HAZEL NUT Aug 5 – Sep 1  Sep 24 to Oct 03 Oct 24 to Nov 11   

GRAN, EA TO I [Egypt] in C [Nut tree date]   CITE GRAN A[Cass] O [orbit] A.I., C {Corporate] ET O [orbit] GRAN 
 

A.I. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE  A I GET ACORN (time portal – a real problem) NACRE  [Salt/Perseus] GOT A.I. (greatest danger 

"A I TORN CAGE "A I GET N' {Eridanus] CAR O [orbit] "CRANE GOT A I [consistent statement] ‘GET A I CORN A’ [a Saturday 
."A I NET [Reticuli] CARGO." "A I TAG N' CORE  "COAT A NIGgER [Prince of Dark Men from Sirius] 
 

AN[u] EN[Eridanus] & ON[Dagon/Oannes  "CAIRO [Egypt & means Mars] AGENT "COIN RA GATE  

ORCA [Tau Cetians], AN  IGIGI  ET AT ETNA (ATEN is an asteroid)  EN [Eridanus] CIGAR [craft] OAT [Barrel – Jan 21 – Feb 17." 

"A NICE GATOR. "ERGO AN CAT I[Egypt]."AN ARC TIE GO." AN EAT CORGI [in Wales]."AN CAGE RIOT."ORCA GET AN I   

"AN ERIC GOAT" AN GOT RICE [president] A [Dec 21] "AN IT GRACE O.""AN TIE CARGO."AN. EAT CORGI."AN. IT CARE GO. 

"AN RACE IT GO "ANT RACE [Mantids] GO I  "ON IT ACE ARG [Argental/silver grey] "ARG[rag/e] ANOETIC "CARGO IN TEA." 

Anoetic – non thinker… CARGO – the herded people  TEA is the old name Tea Pot for in Sagittarius, as is “R AGE”  
 

ANGELS  "ANGIE TO ARC "ANGIE TO CAR [either the first 10 days in Capricorn or to “chariot”/Auriga] "ORCA [Tau Cetian 
Nordic]  IT ANGE[L]  ORCA  GIANT  ANGIE  ET   
 

CASSIOPEIA (“A”)runic skies  (Enrico – Mexico, Eric – the red Anu) 

"A A (ancient aliens) REIGN COT [hybrid breeder] "A COAT [cloak] REIGN "A GATE CORN [Virgo] I [Halloween] . A GREAT 
ICON "A GRACE INTO"A GRACE O TIN." A GOETIC [sorcerer] RAN {Vanir god]"A REACTING O"A REGAIN COT"A TAG ENRICO 

"A TANGO ERIC "A. CITE ORGAN "AET NO CIGAR "CITE ARAGON (Ferdinand the Fair in the quatrains, a tall blond)." 
 

CAT – DAL   (“AGO” means a long time ago) 
"A CAT ERINGO [Scots Thistle) or GO ERIN (Ireland)"CAT ORANGE I.""CAT RAGE ION.""CAT REGAIN O (oxygen or orbit) 
"CATER IN [Earth] AGO. "RO CAT [Dal] IN AGE."""RE CAT IN AGO "OGRE IN A CAT.[shapeshifting to look like a Nordic Dal]" 
"RAN CAT EGO I. "ERGO AN, CAT I." "ERGO CAT IN  A."  
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CHANGE OF AGE     "A TRAGIC EON"  "COAT [cloak] EAR [Virgo]  ING (harvest/false rapture)  

"A CITRON [golden] AGE"RO [Andromeda Council] ACT IN AGE "AGE CART ION"AGE CAN RIOT"ACT IRON AGE "TO AGE 
CAIRN [marker]." "NO CART I AGE"ARC INTO AGE "CARTON [wood] I AGE "CAROTIN AGE.""CROAT IN AGE." "CORTINA 
AGE.""TRAGIC AEON." "TO AGE IN CAR.""TO ARC IN AGE"TO CAIRN AGE "OR IT CAN AGE "RO CAT [Dal] IN AGE "I CAN 
AGE ROT" AT CORN I AGE "ARC I, NOT AGE "NO CART I AGE"N' ARC TO AGE I"N' ACTOR I AGE IT CORN A AGE." 

VIRGO & HALLOWEEN (I, Yew tree days)  IT CORN – A  AGE (ears of corn means Virgo) I can also mean Egypt 

GO ACT IN EAR"ANTIC GO EAR"IT CAN GO EAR."AGONIC TEAR"AT CORN AGE I "NO ARC [orbit] IT AGE "ANTIC GO EAR 
 

 

EARTH   "CANOE (Earth is always a boat or an island) GRIT A [December solstice." "CARE IN GOAT [in Capricorn]." 

"ACRE GO TIN A." "GIANT O ACRE "TAG  ION  ACRE "TO GAIN ACRE.""ACRE TANGO I." "TOGA IN ACRE." "ARC I, 
NOT AGE.""A GER ACTION."GATE AIRCON "AGONIC TERA"ANTIC ERA GO.""ANTIC GEAR O "ANTIC GO EAR 
"ANTIC RE AGO [poles shift]"EAT ON CRAG I [floods] "CAN GIRO TEA [either in the evening or in Sagittarius (Tea Pot) will be 
seen to “GYRO”   "CARGO [Earth]  IN TEA in Sagittarius." 

EATING ORCA [the Japanese eating whales – so it means  Japan] - ORCA  AGENT [angel]  I, TIN  AGE [December 18-23) 
other lines say Japan will have 10+ strength earthquakes in CAR the first ten days in Capricorn 
 

CIGAR CRAFT – DANGER 

"CIGAR AT EON."CIGAR  ATONE [October].""CIGAR  ETNA  "EN[Eridanus] CIGAR  OAT [Barrel –Jan 21 – Feb 17." 

"ON CIGAR O [orbit] EAT/TEA in Sagittarius/pun too." 
 

COAT – HIDING/CLOAK 

"A NIGgER COAT "REGAIN COAT "A COAT REIGN."""RE COAT GAIN.""RAIN COAT AGE." 

"COAT EAR ING (harvest/false rapture) "COAT ENG. AIR""COAT REGINA.""COATING ERA [chemtrails] ."COATING  
 

CORPORATE [Reptilian]                          “TEA” can mean supper time or Tea Pot of Sagittarius 

"CO AERATING "GREAT AI CON.[conspiracy]"CO EAT GRAIN[Barrel/oat – Jan 21 – Feb 17]"CO GAIN RATE.""CO RAIN 
GATE."CO, GRAN ETA I [Halloween]"TO  I  CARNAGE,  IT O [orbit carnage or oxygen]" C G[Gera/partnership] AERATION 
[chemtrails] "CARGO IN TEA." 

"AIR A CENT GO."  "A" [Cassiopeia] COGENT  [know] AIR  GOT [super] CANE AIR.""ARGON  AT I CE.""CANE TO RAG 
[wipe] I[Halloween/Egypt] "AIR GONE ACT." "ENG. COAT AIR  [chemtrails] "COGNATE [understand] AIR.""ENACT AIR 
GO."NOT AIR CAGE [no atmosphere]. 

 

"ACT GEAR ION"ACT REGAIN O [orbit or oxygen] "ACTING AERO "REIN ACT AGO "A IGNORE ACT" 

A I NEGRO ACT." {HAARP]  RAIN E.C IN  GOAT ~ RA [Ray sun]  IN  EC  GOAT 

"AN GOER ACT I "AN GORE ACT I "RE ACT IN AGO." "ORANGE ACT I." "O I ACT ANGER "ON AEGIR [shield] ACT." 

"IRON AGE ACT "IGNORE ACT A."I RANGE O ACT.""GORE ACT IN A." "ACT GO IN EAR."  
 

 

GOAT is Capricorn 

RA CON GOAT ERE CAIN GOAT  RA IN EC GOAT  …   ENC AIR GOAT   ICE RAN GOAT 

REIN RACE IN Ca GOAT NACRE (SALT) [Perseid] I GOAT IN ACRE [Earth]  ACNE [Nevus greys] RIO GOAT   

AI CERN GOAT   CAIRN (poles roll) East GOAT      CRANE I GOAT   RACINE GOAT 
 

NEVUS WARTY GREYS   (CAGE = lapidary cage = gems – stars in the universe) 

"OAR [Golden League) GIT ACNE "ACNE AT GIRO." "ACNE TO RIGA." "ACONITE RAG.""AGO TRAIN E.C [Train 
danger/Nazis are in league with the greys of Antarctica].""AT IRON CAGE "GO TRAIN A (winter solstice) CE." 
 

NOETIC –ENE (extra terrestrial noetic entity) Of or relating to mental activity or the intellect. 

 "RAG (wipe) [Arg/silver] ANOETIC " (non thinking sheeple)  
 

OAR – THOSE FROM ARGO OF THE SECOND COMING…"CARINA [keel] ET GO." "CITE OAR NAG [month or year of horse  

"OAR [Golden League) GIT ACNE [warty greys]  "OAR CAGE [Milky Way] TIN  [Sagitt] " I CAN GET OAR  "TAG  NICE  OAR." 
 

ORCA –   TAU CETIANS   IT EA  {EyAh]  GAIN  ORCA  ET (Nordic) NG (Halloween week) 
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ORCA IN GATE ORCA IN GET AA ORCA AGENT I  ORCA TIN AGE   ORCA TIE NAG (PEGASUS or month of the horse) 

ORCA GET AN I”  GAIN ORCA ET    ORCA IT ANGE[L]  IAN [Scotland?]GET ORCA… TAG EA IN  ORCA …   

ORCA IT AE NG    ORCA  GIANT  ANGIE  ET  ORCA, AN IGIGI ET  ETNA (ATEN)  

ORCA, AT A.I  ETA NG  [Halloween] ET ING [harvest/false rapture].   

TAG IN ORCA EA [En.ki]… saying En.ki is angelic too  TAGINE ORCA   

ORCA AGENT I  ORCA TIN AGE   ORCA AN IG ET   ETNA (ATEN) IG ORCA GET AN I   

ORCA IN GATE  ORCA IT AE NG    ORCA E GIANT  ANGI ET   ORCA, AI ET NG  ETA ING.   
 

STAGE GATE  (KORE/ACORN/GATE)   "GATE ARC IN O[orbit] "COIN RA GATE  

"ACORN AGE IT." "A I GET ACORN." "I ACORN GATE "I GATE ACORN."       "I [Nostradamus]ACORN TEGA " 

The Thermal and Evolved Gas Analyser (TEGA) is a scientific instrument aboard the Phoenix spacecraft. A I GET ACORN 

"A GIANT CORE."GAIN AT CORE."AN  TAG CORE  I." AN GAIT CORE."ORCA (Tau Cetians) IN GATE  
 

AQTI = A PLAN WITH A HIDDEN AGENDA 

A NEGRO ACTI  "CITE ORGAN ACTI " (guillotines) ACTI  ANGER",  COAT A NIGgER " A  GORE ACTI  [ulterior motive] 

A GORE  ACT  IN  EN (who have taken over the U.N.) AGRON ACTI (Monsanto)"   

ERGO AN, N ACTI" AN OGRE ACTI. "ORANGE sun ACTI "GROAN AT ICE ACTI",  RAN ICE IN GOAT (Capricorn) 

"ONAGER/ass=Auriga ACTI  [(one of the ‘unholy six’ of the Second Coming)  "OAR ENGineer ACTI"  OAR  GEN. (tribe/mole) 

 

‘And in the box’.  AID – CUBE UFOs AT THE SUN pdf forum     www.hiddentextSofnostradamus.com

 

 

 
ALL OF THE ABOVE DATES FIT IN WITH THE ZODIACS ON THE COLUMN AT ST 

JOHN THE DIVINE IN NEW YORK 

 

See the zodiacs descending – where Virgo IS UPSIDE DOWN 

and you can see the Scorpion with the skeleton of Halloween to its right 

 

Then the serpent of Ophiucus following (in the correct precessional order)  that is – to the left 

of the Scorpion… 

 

It seems to be taking up the time period that would normally have been Sagittarius 

 

Recently an article was published at the Hidden Texts website about the White Horse of 

Uffington being Sagittarius complete with Corona and the sprung bow – a big X in front of 

the astronomical sign, albeit not outlined in white, but it is there 

Post Script 

Please excuse the apparent repetition of many of the lines. 
As usual there seems to be more than one reason for this- 
Every quatrain line seems to produce at least three topics, 
and some produce four.  For all we know, they may have  
been intended to have four, but it was not I who did the 
program for the Template and there is certainly plenty 
enough to go on with 
 

9 7 

Qui ouvrira le monument trouvé, 
Et ne viendra le serrer promptement, 
Mal lui viendra, & ne pourra prouvé 
Si mieux doit estre roi Breton ou Normand. 

 

He who will open the tomb when found                                (under Giza) 
And does not come to close it promptly                                  (the military)  
Evil will come to him, and no one able to prove it,    (more chaos than wars can offer 
It would be better Breton acquaints a Norman king.        (Less drama these enemies 
 

BretonNormand  BORN  [carried, the Earth] ADORNMENT (in Libra) REMBRANDT NOON (dark) RED MAN NOT BORN, ROB 
(false rapture) ADORNMENT – RENT BAND (tore the Milky Way – our view) OM [aum] NORN [destiny] 

 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/
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5 61 2 APENNIS    'APENNIS' GIVES: 

DATE: 
APES: 2ND DECAN GEMINI:  "ASS INN PEN [abduct]  IN APES." 
SEPTEMBER: "A, [Cass.] N' [Erid.anus] IN SEP."AN IN SEP "PAINS E [Sept 18-22], & N [nut] NAN SEP I  
PINE/PINES: "AN EP N-S  I." "ANS PINE "AN PINES.""N PINES  A.""PINE SAN.""N-S PINE A." "NSA PINE." 
"ASS PAN NINE PINE." (Ninth of Pine?) 
PIPE: NAN NINE ASS, PIPE "INANE S {Ursa Major}, N [Eridanus] in PIPES  SAN' INSANE P E NISAN,  P     
LATE TAURUS: IN' NAPES."  APES/APE: "N-S IN APE ." NINE PIN [tag] ASS in NAPE.""ASS N PEN IN NAPE I ." 
NUT: "APES  N',  N  I." "EA INSP N'." "EA SPIN  'N' "'PANSIE [Tall Violets] N'   "PIN AE N-S  .""PI N- S AE  N' 
"PS IN AE[Sunday]  N' "IE NAP[while asleep] N-S." IE SPAN N' .""E PAINS N  "PEAS IN N."PINS AE N'." 
ASS PEEP IN ANNI [Anno Domini] N' 
HALLOWEEN: "ASP NNE I.""NEAP N -S I.""IN APES N'.""EPS NAN I. "E P IN' SAN."" 
& YEW TREE DAY: DECEMBER 18-21: "NAN ESP I  "NAN SEP I, .""IE PS NAN." 
DEC 22 & 23: "PA INNES  A P.""PEN [abduct] IAN'S INNES."(IAN of the SONG IN STONE)  
PS ANNIE asteroid" ANNE  [asteroid] 'IS  in P [Dec 23]   ENE IN SPIN SPAN A  INSANE P E NISAN, P     
SUMMARY:  "PEN (write) S [Taurus] N [Nut]  I  [Yew Tree] A [December solstice] P [Pillar December 23]. 
Alternately: “S” means those from Ursa Major ; “N” means those from Eridanus “I” the polar stars of 
Ophiuchus and “P” is Peleus the parasites from Perseus – or the Rune Wunjo “of the gods” Lyra/Vega 
PINE                    Feb 19 to Feb 28  Aug 24 to Sep 02  

PINE:  Sept 2 – Sept 29 

Cypress pines Jan 25 to Feb 03  

Cypress pines Jul 26 to Aug 04  

PIPE - FLUTE  Mar 18 – Apl  14  Oct 28-Nov 24 

Hazelnut tree        WEDNESDAY Mar 22 to Mar 31 (Luna) C  HAZEL NUT Aug 5 – Sep 1 

Hazelnut tree        Aug 5 – Sep 1 Sep 24 to Oct 03  (IS SALMON)    WEDNESDAY 

Walnut tree Apr 21 to Apr 30  

Walnut tree Oct 24 to Nov 11  

                     “SAN”  is   SUNDAY “S” is: Willow 

Weeping Willow tree   DEER Doe            Mar 01 to Mar 10  WILLOW: April 15 – May 12 

Weeping Willow tree   DEER Sep 03 to Sep 12  WILLOW is MONDAY 

AHPEES/APES June 1 - 10 NISAN is March to April  

YEW TREE DAY October 31 December 18 – 21 

WINTER SOLSTICE December 21-23 PILLAR December 23 

THESE ARE MOSTLY THE DATES OF “TRAIN DANGER” ABDUCTION AND FALSE RAPTURE 
Jan 25 to Feb 03  These events have already started with homeless people disappearing  

Feb 19 to Feb 28  
Mar 01 to Mar 10  March–April on the Gregorian calendar is NISAN. 15-21 Nisan Passover  22 Nisan outside of Israel 
Mar 22 to Mar 31  (Luna) Mar 18 – Apl  14 [in a Sunday]   Apr 21 to Apr 30  
April 15 – May 12  (on a Sunday) May 13 – 22 (Nape) 
June 1 – 10   (Sunday in Apes) there is a break in the dates here due to great Earthly turmoil – tsunamis etc June 2

nd
  

Jul 26 to Aug 04  
Aug 5 – Sep 1      Aug 24 to Sep 02  (on a Sunday) 
Sept 2 – Sept 29  (on a Sunday and Wednesday “ninth of Pine”, Sept the 11th) Sep 24 to Oct 03  Sep 03 to Sep 12  
Oct 24 to Nov 11  Oct 28 - Nov 24 October 31  
December 18 – 21 December 21 – 23 Pillar December 23 
 

WHO: 
AI: "PEN N’S  AI ."  
ANUN.NAKI: AN: "PEN IS AN "PEN IN SA.""PEN N-S I A." 
“A” CASSIOPEIA: AS: PEN AS IN  A  [Cassiopeia] PS NINE  ."  
AHPEES/SIRIUS: APES IN N."IN ASPEN." 
BEE/URSA MAJOR:  APIS NNE." Involved with the Anu "APIAN, ENE SPIN N-S",  
ARCTURUS: PA’S NINE."PA: "IE PA 'N' N-S.""PA INNES", "PA, NINE S", ENE, PA  IN SS IN NAP    
PAPAS ENE  IN  INNS[cabin ships? " PA  ENE  IS  IN  N-S  NAP [while asleep North to South] 
DRACO.ASP: ASP IN EN  (Eridanus or Nut?) ASP IN NINE   (September? Or the ninth) or in the Ennead 
AURIGA/ASS: ASS, AN, P. E[Hero] PEN IN N I. "ASS, APE IN 'N' IN PEN [FEMA]. "ASS PAN IN PIN E.N.E -      
         ASS (Auriga, baddies)  INN [cabin craft] PEEP IN AN."(‘peep’ using a looking glass in a portal) 
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E [Hero J-Rod] PAINS,  "PAN E'S[Greys]  IN  N  "PAN IN S.E (south East of France) 
EA, 'N' (Eridanus) PI N-S  "EA  NIP[pin] N’S  [Erid.an.us] "EA NIP N-S."  PS: ENNIA", EN/YA 
ERIDANUS/EN,  P[Perseus] A.I  N-S "N', [Ash] AN PI [maths PI]  S, E "N' IN  PEAS {pulse/grand pulse] 
E.N.E. Extra Terrestrial Noetic Entity [with two brains] smartest of all and probably are the Elders 
IS ENE NIP P’S [Perseus] ANNA [asteroid aimed] NAN, ENE PIN tag APSIS. ENE SIP with INANNA, PIP SS 
PP E.N.E, NANNA,  [Pleiades] ISIS  [Sirius] PAPA’S  [Arcturus] ENE  IN INNS [cabin ships? "ENE, AS PAN IN 
SPIN. "PS AISAN [Mantric] E.N.E  PIN [tag] N [Erid.anus] ENE IN SPAN PAINS (moving the Earth’s orbit) 
PLEIADES/NAN,  E'S  PI "NAN PI  S.E "NAN SPIE." 
NINE/ENNEAD of gods: "NINE PIN [tag] ASS APE [Sirius] & N' 
P/PERSEUS: P E [gray]  IN  NSA." P E IS AS  NAN [shape shifter]." P  IN  SIENNA",  INSANE P E NISAN,  P     
SS Aryan/Zeta Greys E.N.E  SIP with INANNA, PIP SS… ENE, PA  IN SS IN NAP (caught them “napping”)   

NISAN The seventh month of the year in the Jewish calendar. In Springtime - April 
It is plain to see that the Extra Terrestrial Noetic Entities may be the Elohim or Elders,  
in league with those from Arcturus put paid to the Zetas and the SS Aryan cabal 
 

 

From the Alleged  Russian Book of E.T. RACES THE  E.N.E. 

SOLIPSI  RAI - HARMONIOUS IN ALL RESPECTS – THEIR LEADER IS  YMARTYYN.  
FROM  CYGNUS/BIREO – FOCUS ON DEVELOPING PLANETS  THEY HAVE NO 

COLONIES     2 BILLION YEAR OLD CULTURE  

~ THEY DO HAVE ONE POWERFUL WEAPON  
WHICH KEEPS ALL OTHER RACES IN ORDER.  
“RACE  MAITRE  [Grayle] LOST 5 SPACE SHIPS BECAUSE OF THIS WEAPON”.  
SAYS THE HUMAN RACE STILL HAS 645 OPTIONS FOR THE FUTURE OF EARTH BUT 
THE CORRECT OPTION WILL DEPEND ON OUR ABILITY TO MOVE PEOPLE INTO 
SPACE (DIRECTLY OPPOSITE TO WHAT THE ELDER CHANI SAID)   
THEY ARE THE REAL GREY  –  NOT ZETA GRAYS.                  SEE also ARCTURUS 

TEROS Clifford Stone 
Source: 1996 Nuwaubian Calendar, “Extraterrestrial Amongst Us 
 
The Teros, which is short from integrative or constructive, are a subsurface race that usually keep the Deros in 

check. The Teros, were the original tribe of the Lunarians who came to this planet to dwell beneath the surface of 
the Earth. They are referred to as the Sunaynans, meaning “The Yearly Ones.” The Deros were for disagreeable 
people and the Teros, were for agreeable people. Their chief is named Laamsa (right photo). The Teros came 

from the planet Jomon in the star constellation Arcturus which is in the Boötes constellation. Arcturus, the red 

giant, the fourth brightest star in heaven is where much mixing took place. The Sunaynans have 48 chromosomes 
instead of the normal 46 that Earth people possess.  

ARCTURUS ELDER (WATCHERS?) AND CYGNUS [BEAKED] GREYS – from BIREO 
At the moment – I do not buy into these E.T. illustrations we see on the internet – H. Parks 
 
 
 
Margaret Thatcher dies of a stroke – news April 9 2013 

sharon will dimise be4    15 may 
mandela will dimise be4 15 may 
thatcher will stroke be4  15 may 

old bush will very sick be4 15 may 
cheney will dimise be4   15 june 
obama accident before  27 april 

  brown cheat  be4       15 may 
putin missing after       15 may     

many worry people do crazy things" 

Sharon and Mandela will die before May 15 
Thatcher will have a stroke before May 15 
George Bush Snr. very sick before May 15 
Dick Cheney dies before June 15 
Obama accident (happened) before April 27 
Brown cheat before May 15 
Putin missing (gone in space station?).  
After May 15 Anarchy 

 
ask for the forum THE CHANI PROJECT & NOSTRADAMUS 
See the TREASURE quatrains. The word “TREASURE” is all about time gates 

 
 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_autor_stone.htm#menu
http://www.google.com.au/imgres?q=HIDDEN+TEXTS+OF+NOSTRADAMUS&start=185&sa=X&biw=1143&bih=751&tbm=isch&tbnid=1Q9j6Rtp_Y5RAM:&imgrefurl=http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2012/04/2076356-2076356.html&docid=9bgr2lat7JJlXM&imgurl=http://truedemocracyparty.net/wp-content/uploads/alien-01.jpg&w=300&h=243&ei=wqh1UY3OAYKciAel44D4DA&zoom=1&ved=1t:3588,r:89,s:100,i:271&iact=rc&dur=1602&page=9&tbnh=177&tbnw=213&ndsp=24&tx=54&ty=118
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/images/alienraces03_01.jpg
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10.100 
The great empire will be for England,                                   
The all-powerful one for more than three hundred years: 
Great forces of the sea to pass by  land  
The Lusitanians will not be satisfied thereby.                    
 
10 100 4 The  Hidden  Text : 

Les Lusitains n'en seront pas contens  
RECOUNT THE AERONAUTIC - ANSTUS  LII   BEING:   
AGAINST AGES (time user) … SUPPRESSED  
 
Lusitains … codes within codes 
 IT AS LINUS SAINTS INSIST~U AL SUSTAIN ISATIN IL   

SCRY SATYRIC  SYRIANS 
ISN'T SaLu I     (Sirius Talls SaLuSa)       (I= Dec 19/20  or) 
I  SaLu  ISN'T  (what people think or invisible dimension) 
A. L. S  IN  SITU,  SUSTAIN IL,  SLAIN  I -  IT  SUIT 
SALUS’ N   
ITS U (uranite) S’LuSa  N  (the need)   
SaLuSa  IN TIN  SITS IN  SITULA L II  (Pisces 2012) or  
LII (grey) SITS IN SITULA 
IT'S  LINUS  A  (winter solstice) 

Uranite = “of the heavens” 
10 100  4 Les Lusitains n'en seront pas contens  

ENTER  RENNES  CAPSTONE  IS  NOT 
SUSTAINS  SUNLESS  LENSES 
PAST N PATRONS  - AS  IS  US 
INSTALL  N.N.E  TUNNEL 
seen relentless suns II         (two suns) 
POSE TRANS-OCTANES  

Lusitania is Portugal … U.K. to Portugal, a shift 

Became “Great” Britain in 1604,   add "more than 300" to when it 
became "all powerful" – would that take us to 2013? 
Tectonic plates move the distance UK to Portugal (Tunisia to Sais in 
the hidden text) = a bit over 200 miles in longitude which would mean 
the Earth’s axis tilts a bit more.  
See “Italy to South Africa” and “Rio to south pole” for the latitude 
distance found in the codes of “LUSITAINS”  
To tell about the greys from 52,000 years in the future, stargate users 
and non-disclosure 
ANSTUS  means  “study of the family tree”   In this case it means the 
He-Rod52 greys in our past and our future 
 

=  remain duped and unknowing                 ISATIN  is chloral hydrate 
SaLuSa a Tall from Sirius A.   
A.L.S. is like motor neurones disease spread by chemtrails supported by 
those from  an area near Sirius and Orion 
N is the rune for “necessity”  and the sky rune for Eridanus 
N = Celt Ash is May 25 to June 03 November 22 to December 01 
February 18 – March 17 Tin is metal for Pisces and for Sagittarius. 
SITULA is a bucket shaped craft… in which sit J Rod52 greys like the 
Roswell greys  L: (Tau Cetians)   
I is the eve of winter solstice = December 19/20 or Egypt or ICE or 
“unable to progress forward” 
LINUS: using the right molecules in the right concentration that are 
required for health  
RENNES CAPSTONE IS NOT A CAPSTONE 
SUSTAINED BY ERID.ANU – PAST USER 
SUNLESS LENSES: sitting in the dark while using the spyglass 
PAST N PATRONS: The Eridani. They are as we are  LOOK LIKE US 
Relentless sun’s C.M.E. activity SEEN via the looking glass in the stage 
gate at RENNES.  TRANS OCTANES II (2011 or 2012 or Nov) 

satyric In ancient Greek mythology, a forest deity and demon of fertility found in the retinue of the god Dion-ysus.      
 In myths satyrs are depicted as part goat with horns – which could mean “IN CAPRICORN”  HERE -   
satire www.tnellen.com/cybereng/lit_terms/satire.html 
Satire: a literary term used to ridicule or make fun of human vice or weakness, often with the intent of correcting, or changing, the subject of 
the satiric attack…                               AND I SEE THE  SaLuSa messages exactly so 

This same line also gave the co-ordinates of the Earth’s new position after necessary changes to the current one 
 

A new  1260 day orbit “ascended” further out  - 1260 is divisible by 12 equals 105 and 105 adds to 6;      
 (as in – SIX DAYS) 
 Therefore, the “numerators” seem to be involved those who love the number 12. The Anun.nakim  
  

Rio de Janeiro becomes the new South Pole verified by   
“S.A.  (Africa)  to  Italy” …Saudi Arabia is to be the new North Pole 
 

A tilt of about 4,800 nautical miles North to South on the South American “side”  
Into an ice age by the end of 2013 with our moon’s orbit altering dramatically 
 

                 10 84 1 “TAHITIANS   ALL   DAY”  indicating  the  Earth  has one face to the sun/s 
 

 

On the left:                        A NUCLEAR WINTER:- 
An emaciated “leper” which means simply the 
un-initiated, the ‘not knowing’ – see the white 
gloves?  DARK ALL DAY the trees are the dates, 
which have been published before. See the cube 
See the two suns and a very distant moon?  
On the right are two lads, one well-heeled and 
the other not, but both are wearing clothes to 
suit a warm day. This day is ALL DAY – see the 
blue over everything all with two suns and a 
distant moon.  

http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/aeronautic
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/against
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/age
http://www.tnellen.com/cybereng/lit_terms/satire.html
http://www.tnellen.com/cybereng/lit_terms/satire.html
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From  HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT 
 
 
CONTINUED AS  “POLES ROLL” 
 
 
 
ask  for any forum at hiddentext@live.com.au  

mailto:hiddentext@live.com.au

